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Contract Let On Calloway Portion
a

Construction On 4-Lane
Expected To Start Soon
Construction Of the Calloway County „
portion of the four-laning of U. S. 641
between Muway and Benton is expected to start in the very near future,
D. 0. Sullivan of the Reidland District
Office of the Kentucky Department of
Highways said today.
Calloway County Judge Robert 0.
Miller said that he had received
notification Monday"afternoon thEt the
contract on the project had been
awarded Dec. 16 following bid openings
in Frankfort.
Low bidder on the 5.41 mile, long
project was Smith and Dawson Construction Co. of Louisville. Sullivan faid
today that the estimated cost of the
Calloway County portion of the fourlaning project is $4,058,614.
.
The contract on .the Marshall County
portion of the project, which will cover
a distance of 5:584 miles, is scheduled to
be let Jan. 20 in Frankfort,Sollivan said
BOARD MEMBERS SWORN IN—Two members of the Murray Independent School Board were sworn in at a
today that the projected cost of that
special meeting held last night. Taking the oath are Melissa Easley, right, and M. H. Ryan, who were both re-elected
portion of the project should be similar
to the board in the November general election. Giving the oath is Sheila Shaw, treasurer of the board. Also at last
to the cost of the Calloway County
night's meeting, Donald Henry was named chairman of the school board and Mrs. Easley was elected as viceportion.
Chairman.
Stall Photo by David Hill
The Calloway County portion of the
project will extend from the end of the
present four-lane north of Murray to the
Calloway-Marshall line. The Marshall
County portion of the project will extend from -the county line to a point 1.25
miles south of Benton,Sullivan said.
glad 0 Weg.Kentucks goyernor
•••••••••••••••••••••••
-haS finally made good a promise made
by the last four governors," Judge
campaign Monday urging shoppers not
A coffee boyeott that was begun in
*Miller said. The four-lane project has
to buy.
New York City is so far having little
been proposed for U. S. 641 several
Shopwell Inc. in New York City is
effect in Murray, local grocery
times in the past.
running ads in which the company
managers said today.
"Julian Carroll has _lived up to his
president says, "The money you and I
Some instances of consumers
primary commitment (on roads)' toare being asked to pay for coffee is
"hoarding" coffee were reported wittr
Calloway County," County Democratic
outrageous." The newspaper ads inisolated cases where consumers bought
Party Chairman Z. Ellis said.
clude 20-cent coupons for tea, cocoa or- "Hopefully this project
coffee in case lots.
will eventually
hot chocolate.
Supermarket chains in New York
Advertisements for Boston's StopCity, Ohio, Massachusetts and upstate'
anMhop Co. Inc. also included coupons
New York are urging consumers not to
- for coffee. The ads urged customers
buy coffee and are providing discounts
to find a substitute, but added, "If you
for substitutes for coffee. ,
-most-buy coffee,-buy it Only when it's-on
Coffee prices-ih-some pates of The
WASHINGTON (APi - President
sale,- and offered 70 cents off on a twocountry were reported at $3 per pound
Ford today proposed a $10 billion
pound can.
and above today. The price of a pound
personal income tax cut along with
In Syracose, N.Y., on Monday, the
of brand-name coffee in Murray this
corporate tax reductions and an inConsumer Affairs Office announced
morning was$2.49, but store managers
crease in personal Social -Security
that five znajor chains representing 33
said an increase at the wholesale level
taxes. The package is nearly a carbon
- area supermarkets had agreed to join
had Already been announced and that
copy of tax cut proposals Congress
the campaign.
the increase would have to be passed on
rejected last year.
-The boycott began last week when
to the consumers.
Like last year's package, the new
reach the $3 price already in effect in
New York -City's Commissioner of
Phil Liddle, manager of Storey's
proposal includes $2,5 billion in corsome other parts of the country in the
Consumer
Affairs,
Food Giant here, said "It (a boycott)
Elinor
porate tax reductiens. It also calls fora
near future.
Guggenheimer, said that a 50 per cent
has been tried before but never worked.
$5.1 billion increase, in personal Social
Most store managers said that the
cut in national coffee consumption
I hope it does work," Liddle added,
Security taxes Over a two-year period.
reason the price has not jumped to $3
would reduce prices. She said she was
saying he would "prefer, not to sell
Last year's proposal called for a $1.65
here so far is that local stores had
abstaining from her usual 14 cups a
another pound of coffee."
billion increase in personal Social
ample stocks on hand at the lower
_
day.
Liddle, and other store managers
Securitaxes. '• ,
price. When new supplies are purRetail coffee prices around the
contacted in Murray today, said that
The administration proposal last
chased, at the higher wholesale price,
country range up to $3, roughly twice
local stores are selling coffee at cost
year was linked to compensating cuts in
grocers here will be forced to pass the
the price of two years ago. Current
and, in some cases, are actually losing
spending. But this time, Ford's
increase along to consumers.
wholesale prices are also at about $3,
money on coffee sales.
proposal was initially unclear on
"We can't feek any effect from the
which means the retail price is still
"If enough people would observe the
whether he would seek compensating
boycott here," David Smotherman,
going up.
boycott it would help," Joe Parker of
spending cuts. Ford_noted in a message'
manager of the Northside IGA said_
Parker's Market said. Parker said,
"We haven't had 'much of a run on
however,, that he's afraid toe Many
coffee as yet," he added.
people enjoy a cup of coffee, especiallYElsewherei in the nation, an Ohio
in the Mornings, and that the boycott
supermarket chain, Liberal Markets
could prove to be ineffective for that .Inc. with 40 stores in Dayton and_CMreason.
cinhati, continued selling coffee at $2.59
David Dornfeld, manager of Big
per pound today, but launched a
'John's said that the local price would
newspaper-and-billboard advertising

Coffee Boycott Having Little
—EffectIn Murray,-Grocers

tie in to the Purchaoe,Parliway to give
Calloway Countians better access to I24," Enix added.
The contract awarded for the
Calloway County • portion, and the
contract scheduled'
. to be awarded on
the Marshall County portion, include
the grade and drain aspects of the
construction. Contracts on the.'Surfacing portion of the project will be let a

later date.
The four-laning project will follow the
existing roadway "pretty well,"
District Highway Engineer Robert--....
Hodges has said in the past. In some
cases,
section of road . will be
construct to align and upgrade the
roadway_
No target date for the completion of
the project has been given.

Union Votes Today
On Contract Offer
Members of United Auto Workers Local 1068 were casting
their ballots at press time today on a proposed new contract
between the union and the Tappan Company. A union official
rep-Orted at 12:30 p. m. that all ballots had not yet been cast
-by the union membership.
The official said that the results of the ratification vote
would not be known until 3 p.m.today,or possibly later.
The contract proposal being voted on today was worked out
in negotiating sessions held last week at Ken-Bar Inn near
Kentucky Dam. Participating in ,those negotiating sessions
were representatives of the union's international office and
officials from Tappan's corporate headquarters in MangfieK
....
Neither the union nor the company has-revealed any of the
details of the current contract proposal.
The strike began on'June 23, 1976and since that time, four
other contract proposals have failed to receive ratification
from the union membership.
Over'600 union workers at thelocal Tappan plant have been
idled during the 19-month duration of the strike.

Ford Proposes Income Tax Cut

Thompson Named,
To Federal Board
Dr. James F. Thompson,since 1967 a
professor of economies at Murray State
University, has been named to the
board of directors of the 'Louisville
branch of the federal Reserve Bank of
St. Louis for a three-year term, which
began,on January 1, 1977.
A native of Murray., Dr. Thompson,
50, received his undergraduate degree
from Murray State, his master's from
the Uni4rsity of Kentucky and his
doctoral degree fropkthe University or
. .
Chicago.
A' specialist in Imicroeconomics,
which is the study of fluctuating prices,
he taught agricultural economics at the
University of Kentucky for 16 years
before joining the Murray State faculty.
Dr. Thompson has written numerous
articles for agricultural and business
publications and is widely recognized in
his field.
- He was notified of his'app6Inbhent
the bank's board by Theodore R.
Allison, secretary of ,the Board of
Governors of the Federal Reserve
System.

Cloudy'and Cool

koar_lhe present _1750. _to
to Congress that-he will be sending up$1,000. said I. William Seidman, the
his spending proposals with his budget
President's economic adviser.
later this month.
Ford's proposed tax saving for in-,
Ford estimated his tax proposals
dividuals would be effective with the
would save $227-a-year for a family of
current year. it would be offset to some
four with an income of $15.000. .
degree by inereases in Social Security
The Democratic controlled Congress
taxes effective next Jan. 1,
is expected to await the economic
stimulus plan of President-elect Carter
rather than act on Ford's proposal.
TODAY'S INDEX
Carter has indicated his program
One
Section Today
would focus on job creation. Ford's tax
local
Scene2, 3
,
proposals were targeted at what the
Dear Abby •
2
President called middle-income tax
Horoscope
2
payers.
•-•
Opinion Page
"The tax reductions of 1975 and 1976
Garrott's Galley
-4
focused tax relief on the lower income
Crossword
5
taxpayer," Ford said' 'However, it is
Comics
5
high time to focus substantial tax relief
Sports
6,7
on middle-income taxpayers."
Classifieds
10,11.
The package includes a proposal to
Deaths,S(Funerals
12
increase the, individual income tax

Heart Fund
Appointments
Announced
Four' appointments to leadership
'positions in th_e 1977 Calloway County
Heart Auld drive have been announced .,,,_
by the state campaign chairman,
Attorney General Robert F. Stephens of
Frankfort.
They are: Buel E. Stalls, Murray,
county Heart Fund chairman; -Mrs.
Willard Ails, Murray, county Heart
Fund treasiiret; Mrs. Hubert R.'
Barrow, Hazel, Hazel Heart Fund
chairman and Miss Phyllis Wunderlin,
Murray, Murray Heart Sunday
chairman.
The month-long Heart Fund appeal
-will be launched-Wednesday, February
2, with Coffee Day. The house-to-house.
solicitation will be conducted on Heart
Ttintrayfretrnarr27,Sriong6rrng HeadSunda/in Murray is the Panhellenic
Council-al Murray State University,
Robert F.Stephens urged full slipport
of the 1977 appeal, noting that 500,000
Kentuckians suffer from heart disease
and that 57 per cent of all known causes
of death in the Commonwealth are due
to heart and blood vessel diseases.
, He also announced that Mrs. Willard
Ails will continue to serve as the yearround Memorial Gifts chairman for
Heart in Calloway County. .

Cloudy and Cool with a slight ciance
of rain or. snow flurries, changing to
rain late tonight. _ Temperatures
remaining in the.-30s tonight. Cloudy
and a little warmer with a chance of
rainshowers Wednesday,• high in the
A new high total of $812a512.90- was
mid 40s. Thursday rain changing to ` contributed last year to the Heart rtuid
snowandcolder.
in Kentucky,Steriherissald.-

FORT HUMAN ADDED TONATItkAt REGISTER — Official notification „. New Concord. Listing on th National Register gives recognition that the
has bec
.n received here from the Kentucky Heritage Commission that Fort ' site has historical, architectural, or aichaeoitigical significance within the
Heiman, a Confederate fort-site during the Civil War, has been addecl to
context of the community, state or nation. Benefits inckide protection
the National Register of Historic Places. This photo a view of sally port
against adverse action by federal agencies and gjigibility_for consideration
looking eastward. The cabin at the upper right is I
ted on the site of_ihe
for a federal 30-50 matching grant for restoration. Cfther Calloway County
main battery during the occupation by Gen. Nathan Bedford Forrest. The
listings in the National Register include Wrather Hall on the MSU campus,
cabin was used by Dr. Rainey,T. Wells,founder of Murray State University,
. the E. S. Diuguid twine on Main Street, presently, owned by Edno
'- as a "hideaway" and hunting lodge for a number.of years. The upper edge
anethe McCuiston itomeplace, a two-storyArick home,near New Conof the bluff is in the background. The fort is located 1.6 miles southeast ccrord.
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PARKER GUESTS
Dr. and Mrs. Dale Parker of
Cron Point, New Mexico,
--R.T:-Shell,
-d lilfr7-WIWit.
- 'an
Jr,,, and children, John,
Miss Clara Eagle, Dr. Alice
The Murray High .Sehool McKinney, Martha Pitman, Chuck, arid Jennifer, of
Koenecke, sand Dr. Alta Chapter oi • the 'Future Robyn Ray 'Regina Underhill, • Bloomfield Hills, Mich4 have
tieir homes after
December brunch, at tile' members brought baked Presson served as auc- .,/ Hometnaliert(of America held Laura Watkins, and ,Ronda returnedto g4
spending the Christmas
.
Holiday Inn in Murray.-bilhe goods, homemade candy, tioneerz. The cashiers were its annual holiday tea at the- 'Windsor.
Anil
Advisor's attending were holidays with their parents
absence of the president, Mrs. needlework, and all sorts of • Misses Nary Lassiter, 7
-7- _ lovely lame . of Mary _Ana .
-Joyce Fortin, Mrs. Frances arts and crafts to be auctioned . Lorene Wroth- .
'Jones, treagerer; on -Sunday-, , Mrs. Dortha 138lleY. Mrs- - and grandparents, Mr. and
Mattaiazzo -pzesided -and to the members and guests. - • Proceeds from the 'auCtion 'December-12,from two to four Sally Crass, and Mrs. LuaY - Mrs. R. R. Parker of Murray
will be used forteGrint-in-Aid p.m. - , - ' - •
Route Three,
' Lilly.
Greete'es for the event w'ire •
to a senior girl at Murray
State Uniyersity who plans. to wiry Am kiberts, Mary
enter the teaching profession. Lindsey, and Sharon Whaley,
Hostesses,for the meeting who grpered thegirls anallheir
were 'Miss Evelyn Bradley. _ _ Mothers at the door.
Dr.-Ruth Core, mu. 'Marlene
Teresa Cunningham,
s- •
Curd, -Mrs. Marie Douglass, president, presided at the
Mrs.. Lourelle Forrest,- Land
Mrs.1 Mary Alice Humplities: appointed table overlaid with
" In addition to Members • a white lace cloth-over red and
alceady mentioned, others centered with a centerpiece of ,
attending were: Georgia red carnations and greenery.
Adams,'Evelyn 411britten, Cookies prepared by the Home
Birdie Ashbrook, Ruby Ash- Economics were served and
brook, Ruth,galdwell, Alberta mothers were given. booklets
Chapman,Katie Doron,Nerd* containing the recipes used for
Happy, Myrtelle Futrell,:_the_cookies
Venda Gibson, Vildrecl—T-Committee members inHatcher,Imogene Heath,Utta eluded Mary Lindsey, Mary
Belie Hodges, Desiree Hosick, Ann Roberts, and Sharon
Laura Jennings, Irene Whaley,. co-chairmen, Kay
Johnson, Mildred Jones, Ruth Adams Linda A erson
Pictured at the holiday tea held by Mit.Murray High .
\forsurouil
Ur. rind lirs.
, StacyPPFulton
' School Chapter of the FutUre Homemakers of America
' Lassiter, Augusta Merryman, S
11176 by Chatago TnImowN. V Nev., Synd
•
Mavis, McCamish, Pauline 'Sondra Oibson, Cheryl
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Norwood of Benton Route Four Will
at the home of Mary)%nn Jones, treasurer, were, left to
McCoy, Imogene Mpnroei
celebrate their fiftieth- wedding anniversary on Sunday,
right, Linda Apperson, Teresa Cunningham, Robyn Ray,JudyKatherine Moore, Sue Morris,
January 9.
DEAR- ABBY: My mother always has something the
and
Mary Ann Jones.
Midi, Louise Overby,
' A reception will be held plon-i three to five p.m. at Me home matter with her. it's either a -splitting headache," "dizzy
Margaret
Pickard,
B
etty
-. of Mr. and Mrs. Skermort Powell, Benton.1toute Four at Olive spells" or eating something that didn't "agree" with her.
Rogers, Eva Hoss, Margaret ' 'She eats "pain-killers" like yob wouldn't' believe. If the
And Hamlet Road. All friends and relatives are invited to the
Rudd,
Katy B.
directionssay
to-take
two,
she
takes
four.
She-buys
every
• reception And the couple requests that guests not bringigtfts-.----kind she can get without a prescription. I've tried to tell
Smith, Rubie Smith, Dorothy
Also on Sunday a private family dinner will be held at the her this is dangerous, but she won't listen to me.
The Poplar Springs Baptist
Spahr, Ruby Suffill, Carolyn
----eolonial House Smorgasbord preceding the reception:
---prelented----._
She reads your column faithfully and Ihinki_you know
Sullivan, Louiu _ &nanny_ Church W. -Ms ,11-..
Mr.,and Mrs. Norwood were married January 9, 1927, in everything, so maybe you can straigheen her out.
special
singing
programs
for.
Thelma Thomas, Ruth
I'm not exaggerating, and rat not a child, I'm a 30-yearParis, Tenn,, by the Rev. E. M. Mathis. The only surviving ateaticnts -at, WestvieW Tucker,
Halene
Visher,
Golds
the
old married woman who loves her mother and is worried
tendant is Mrs. Beulah Gordon Mathis of Benton.
Waters, Maria J. Watts, -Nursing Moines, and at Fern
Mrs. Norwood is the daughter of the late Charlie L. and siCk about her.
Katherine Williamson, mina _Terrace Lodge,• at _ the
WITHHOLD MY NAME
Gusta Collie Watkins of Olive. Mr. Norwood is the son of the
Wilson, and Elizabeth Wyatt. December meeting. ,
late John.Henry and Imogrene Gardner Norwood of Olive. He
Gifts were given to patiehts
DEAR WITHHOLD: Tell your mother that Abl” said a
is a former employee of the I. C. Railroad and is a retired far:. "pain" isNature's signal that something is wrong. And to
at Westuiew, and aparty was
mefand carpenter.
-held for • residents; at Fern kill the painand Ignore the warning instead of seeing a
-• The-Normoods -Mite three children- Mrs. Sherroon (Nor- psician is not only foolish, it could be fatal.
Terrace.."
ma) Powell of Benton, Jim Ed Norwood of ICirlcsey, and Max ,
Terry Byerly gave the,
- DEAR•ADPrY: I was invited to someone's home for dinDale Norwood of Benton.
devotions. Mrs. souise Short
_
Disys..bage_segenigeandehililrai„F.F.
TairkPnwelk- Mrs. ner. aadlyten I arrived, the stereo was blaringnkudl
tar
e afteriiaild when- we. were ta king
Tommy(Shemia) Scott, Ginger anci.Tim Powell,Melanie and dui•ing --ainn Tanti- eiTh
singing
by
Janet ...43)erly,
the stereo was turned up so high I could scarcely hear anyJo Beth Norwood, and Michelle Norwood. They also have two thing else, and I had to practically shout to be heard.
Glenda Byerly, Terry 11)erly-,_
great grandchildren, Lydia Powell anclE,rolly Scott.
Bro. and Mrs. Lloyd Perrin,
Needless to say.. I didn't enjoy the evening. In fact,
Mrs: Underwood, Ruby
whent-leftI had a heatlache. - .
1,nmm
Plqnned
„:,. Don't people realize how rude „it is . to 'have a stereo Fannin, Muriel Wright: Bobby
The (Wilden, Age(41) Cook,Grace Maddox. Mr. and
"' turned on so loud thai it's inipossible to carry on a normal
__ conversation? I hope you_print this-..
.....
Mrs. MeCuistim, Kay Taylor,
PAT FROM PARKLAND
Lois Smith,and Shirley Werts.
A_ special was sling by Kai"
, _,
DEAR PAT: I'll print it for: those who aren't aware- twelve noon allhe social hall
VISIT IN FLORIDA
HOS
AL PATIENT
Taylor.
that loud stereo music is often more irritating than enter.trIN:We First linitpit itiethmio_
Ca
Daniel Edwards of Mr. and -Mrs. James M.
raining, plus those who tiaddly tolerate it rather than ask
:Next—"The Big Bus" _
Church.
,a.partment
ay was dismissed Brown have returned home
their host tor hostess) to please turn It down-a reasonable
A
be
potluck
limoheon
will
after
a
visit
their
with
request.
Decembei' 22 from _the
To Yket
served at noon.
Community
Hospital; daughter, -Dennis

Celebration Man./tied

Delta Kappa -Clarnma Chapter Has .
At Meettng ere,
BetirfitAuction
,

Holiday.Tea At Jones
- FHA
H•ome
By----Murray
•. - - '
.

Poplar -Springs
WMU esenis
Shaw, mar7-7-Prograrns Here

TONITE IS

• AT THESE THEATRES
rim En
All Seats 1 25

-------r •

sono Travis, of Tavares, Fla.

Your Individual
Horoscope
FranLes Drake
FOR WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 3, 1977
What kind of day will be free to deviate from plans
tomorrow be? To find .out what where advisaNle.
the stars say, read the foreeast
given for your birth -Sign.-Oct.41
An average day, but give
ARIES
some thought to future ventures. The p.m. hours will be.
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Some information you have excellent for following up on
neededin a financial matter can new contacts.
now be obtained - possibly SAGITTARIUS
through a social contact. It i Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 3°V0
Jupiter in excellent aspect. A
should make your day!
•'bit of daring could pay off now.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
.
Don't hesitate to try unique
:Stars not-too auspicious. This ideas, methods.
means a need for more con- CAPRICORN
centrated effort, perhaps a (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
JUS
o your
- the better to suit changing especially as related to
financial affairs. Not a day for
requirements.
GEMINI
taking any chances with present
Ofay 22 to June 21)
assets. Emphasize your resource- AQUARIUS
fulness and sense of respon- (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
sibility. It will pay off in the
Avoid current. tendencies to
days ahead.,Do notlet down in scatter energies and t(iStart too
effort until projects are many thitigi at one time.

cheats at cards, and wheuconfronted, throws the cards up
in the air, runs-to his room and broods for thereat of the
evening?
Abby, this man has a Ph. in nuclear-physics and holds
a $40,000-a-year job.
We have been playing bridge regularly for over three
years. This' past weekend when I caught him cheating, I
confronted him and asked for a re-deal. He literally threw
- a tantrum. We're not speaking now asli result of all this.
Should I have kept my mouth shut, or was I justified in
lettingliiin know I was on to his sleightcof-hand trick-?
_
...NAMELESS,PLEASE

arrangements will be-Norman__ the Murray Woman's Club will
Klapp, Nettie Klapp, Ten-, meet Thursday, January 6, at
nessee Outland, Mune - L34-p.m. at the, club house
Mattingly, Mary Lamb, and with Mrs. Barletta Wrather
giving the "thought for the
Paul Kingins.
_day."
Virginia and Marshall
Henry will present the
program on "Planting -and
Propagating".
Hostesses will be DorothyThe Murray Open Duplicate
Byrn, Ann nailer,. Clovis
Bridge
Club
will
Mid
its
first
DEAR NAMELESS: You should not have kept your
session of the new year 1977 on Jones, Artie Morris, Adele
mouth shut. But had you waited to tell him_privately inWednesday, January 4," at- Wilson,aod Bear-Hassell:
steatfif humiliating him before the others, you could have
seven p. m. at Gleason,Hag,
avoided an ugly scene.
AIR YOUR ATTIC ,
North Twelfth Street.
For Abby's ner0klet
. ,"What Teen-ageri Want to
powered
attic space
All bridge players are inKnow,"_ send Si to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr.,
Vairtilator with an automatic
vited
to
attend,
a
elub
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Please enclose • long:"
temperature control turns
spokesman said.
self-addressed, stamied (240 enmelope. •
itself.
on •or

Bridge Club To
Meet Wednesday

9:25,,
2:30
Sat.Sim.

completed.

.

Til Friday

.1g1

,
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day: when. youx innate_ extremely versatile individual; aggressiveness will pay off. ambitious and endowed with the
Energy and drive will finally persistence needed to reach
help you-A° achieve some long- your loftirt goals. Your natiire
..
- is a gregarious-one, yet you like
:cherished objective.
_VIRGO
kp,i
to be alone when frying to think
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
'AI constructively. You are
- This LS no time for "givisg_ progressive in Joni- thinking
-7-eapecially if a project-Or and 6-mild beam-a-leader
task is really worth a second, almost any field of your choice. -

Mu Size Sportswett 'was!
saw-. IlatenutrSportswear:fess.rash,

Chr
decc
won
year
Choi

the
fMe
are
gnu

3rd Week!!

Neither enter into new activities

"7 Prise Sol• Moos

alvn
and

rem

errtral

CANCER
withoUt_thorough investigation.*
(June 22 to July 23)
PISCES
An analytical look at your (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
position may indicate some new
You' syM face competition
SWIMS to explore. Keep alert
now, but it won't stymie you
to future moves,possibilities for Rather, it will prove A
making new contacts.
stimulating challenge.
'LEO'/
3
4
(July 24 to Aug. 231 vefrVa•
YOU BORN TODAY are an

.
-even a third try. Your ability to The Capricornian excels in
.persist is the answer.salesmanship', athletics, the
BRA
law,'the military, in literature
'ISept. 24 to Oct. 23) —
or the entertainment field.
Don't make agreement's with 43irthdate of: Stephen Decatur,
- .-string,s" attached. You must Amer. naval commander.
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Voluntary Fluoride Mouthrinse
Program Underway In Kentucky

The Microwave Cookbook

200 YEARS OF PROGRESS IN THE KITCHEN

(EAT STRIDES IN COOK.ING CONVENIENCE HAVE BEEN MADE IN
"I like It."
Lexington-Fayette County
AMERICAN KITCHENS -NW PAST 200 YEARS.. -HERE - FROM
"Teacher, .The swallowed Health Department, they are
15 A C.HR.ONICLE OF
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botainia 5:30 p. is, mod Op: is.,
with one that will do better. of water? Or of beet? It is fun
Woman's Club, will meet at one p.m., and officers'
Osborn Geurin in Michigan, stiTety rules with
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amrnable vapors can
12th and Payne Streets.
we can turn our attention to that opens many doors.
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aboo ire preyenton.write
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Consumer- Proctuct*All Ages
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cait
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- frgcSmith, prophesies if a prutgusAid ,sugar and vanilla; beat in eggs
TheProfessionals
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800-638-2666
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, meeting of _the Ruth Wilson hy mn, "Once, In ,Royal,
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very- coconut and raisins. Tura into a
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,in. a _pre__
, paper. No
1977 can be a trimmer, prettier
Dr. Chariest Boulton, Chiropractor, has joineirDr. V.
Marie Jacobsrria and Mrs. the fUlfillment. of those heated 325-degree oven until a
chiropractic
Etherton
and
the
staff
at
the
W.
Chiropractic
Alice Knight'.
of Jesus •'cake tester inserted in center
year for you. Let us provide
promises
birth
in
the
Professional Building at Murray, Kentucky.
comes out clean - about I hoar
Favors
which
hadbeen
•
The
The
hymn,
"Joy
To
help
for your weight and figure
Dr. Bouhon received his chiropractic training at the
and 01n5 amw
iniurtees Cook cake
made by members of the World," was sung. Mrs
Logan College of Chiropractic, St. Louis, Missouri,
problems.
Start today and say goodgroup to be taken to the Mildred. Smith read "Onv •-"iites; turn out orna. crka
whereupon he recently acquired the Doctor of
5m
kmeomvin
ne
rack; remove
post
holiday-blahs and
bye
to
Murray-Calloway
Chiropractic degree. In addition to the regular required
County Solitary Life" ,and ''What Is
tteur
lyn right side up; cool
college training, Dr. Boulton has done postgraduate cerbulges. You1I be glad you did.
Hospital to be placed on the Christmas Story," closini: completely
tification in X-ray (Radiography)and Clinical Nutrition. Dr.
patients' trays for the holidays with prayer.
Bonito's is a fellow of the American.Council of.Apphed
-were s town.
• UNDUE DIETINGSumislithe • friends- ---Wrre
Clinical Nutrition, A member of the International Arthritis
Mrs. Smith announced that revealed and gifts exchanged
Adolescents may admit the
Society, American Chiropractic Association and Inthe week of prayer and,self
Mrs. Marie Jacobsina, Mrs importance of breakfast but
'
ternational Chiropractic Association.
denial wills be held at the .Emma Knight, and Mtm, give many excuses for skip-Dr. Boulton, a native of Ballard County, is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Claudie O soutem,Barlow, Kentucky. In 1%5 he
church on SuriaaY; January 16, Dorot6y Dunn served -a ping this meal. For example,
graduated from Ballard Memorial High Scheid. Or.
at two p.m. This will be a joint 'delicious salad course and .many adolescent girls express
Boulton continued his edfitalion t -Piditeali Junior
meeting of both circles. She -coffee
the following undue concern about weight.
CoNege and Murray State University and received his B. S.
also ,announced that the members: Mrs. Olia Lassiter. Their "ideal" figure • borders degree in 1970. Dr. Boulton then served in the army while
District Day /Apart meeting Mrs. Reba Miller, Mrs. Ann on underweight,a reflation of
statibried at Ft. Lewis, Washington. He received the M. S.
degree in Agriculture from Murray State University in
will be held at Good Shepherd Sympson, Mrs. Lee Lassiter. today's concept of at-,
December, 1974. Dr. Boulton then enrolled in the Logan
on Sunday, March Vat 2:30 p. Mrs. Esther Sigmon, Mrs tractiveness. Well-developed
Dixieland Center
College of Chiropractic.
Alice • Knight, Mrs. Katherini, bodies with healthy skin, shiny
Or. ilmilton is married to the former Pamela Lamb,
753-6881
-Mrs.'Wert* WIrSOT1 gave Wilson,'Mrs.- Mildred Smith: hair, and firm teeth, free of
Paducah, Kentucky. diarghter of Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Lamb
Open 5 Days - Unlimited visits.
the devotion reading from Mrs. Maggie Woods, Mrs .decay, are enhanced by good
Of Marietta:Georgia. They have three daughters, ages 8,5,
mei
Isaiah' 9:6-7, 11:14 and other Ruth Wilson, and Mr;. Bertha food habits, including break''10 years experience .
and 21 months. He and hk farnVIttve bought a home in
I.
tynn Grove, Kentucky.
fast each day.
scripture selections relating to Young.
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Young And Lane. Vows To
Be Solemnized On Saturday

LEXINGTON Ky. -- Soon
the refrain "Look Ka, no
cavities!" may be heard all
over Kentucky, thanks to a
voluntary fluoride mouthrinse
program being sponsored all
across the state by the Health
Services branch of the
Department for Human
Resources.' •
"It smells like shampoo."
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Garrott's Galley

The Road Ahead,

Bone-Chilling Days Meant
Hog Killing Time At Home

Our nation'S Bicentennial year,
By GENE McCUTCHEON
We would be naive to presume that,
which mounted to i crescendo- in a
By M.C. Garrott
out to help and were rewarded with.
we did all this. It behooves us to
Murray Ledger & Times Editor
mighty outpouring Of patriotic fervor 'remember, in chastened mood, that it
If my lied was alive today, I khow
fresh sausage, tenderloins and
onluly 4, has come to an end.
what
he
,would
have
been
doing
these•
'spareribs.
who
was those who came before
The celebrations are over anti the "brought us to this pinnacle of national
past few bone-chilling days. He would
They would dump the carcasses into
Reports of another boast in the producer.
future it upon us, to cope with in aworld
been killing hogs. "
have
a vat of boiling water and scrape them
Worse, the association predicts that
Prestige.
price of coffee are parwholesale
Dad was one of nine children who- clean of hair before they'd h.pg them
whose hallmark is a frighteningly swift
cannot produce.another normal
EquallY chastening should be the
Brazil
ticularly discouraging to those of us
change from the ways of thepast.—
‘ grew up on a Christian County farm,He
up and '"gut diem," removing all the
at least three years.
for
thought that the burden of maintaining.
crop
who are dependent upon the steaming
America's first 200 years were in all
knew what came naturally at home - insides. Mom always had a big boiling
crisis may not have the
coffee
The
our country's place in the world bears
to
and
morning
give us life each
respek ts a modern miracle.. From a
when the temperature dropped to zero
pot going in_which.thek_ would cook out brew to
on the national- ft.o..wily
impact
'same
_squarely. upon this generation.
.
stimulate our creative juices
-.'group -of -tmderperpulated colonies,
as the oil crisis, but it has the Same
We know now from bitter experience 'or below for the first time in a winter.' the fat for lard. A lot of this fat came
day.
throughobt
the
periodically
Grandfather would drop everything
huthil,:d along the Atlantic seaboard, a
from the intestines and only a skunk
American dependence on
that, in spite of our power and prestige
With supermarket price tags topping roots —
mipi i),,Inent in the world as it was
the folks together and kill hogs. He
get
smells worse than the intestines of-a
we-cannot
offices:
foreign Sources of supply.
good
and unselfish
traditional
the
mark,
pound
P
.
a
the
then'. Americans conquered a vast
would kill a bunch of them, because he
hog at butchering time.
police the world. We have learned that
coffee break may soon become a luxury
Since we have heard of no schemes,to
wilderness enormou:sly blessed with the
put up meat not only for his big family
With the fat cooked out,these became
it
isn't
axiomatic
that
we
win
every
event
to be planned for and saved for develop alternative coffee resources,
bounties of nature.
but for the score or more "hands" who
cracklings.
A
lot,
of
folks
make
war.
much like a night on the town — or we can only endorse strict conservation
- crackling bread, or "fatty bread," out
They,and the succeeding generations
lived on the place-and their families.
we
meet
the
challenges?
Can
we
Can
perhaps with a bank credit measures — substituting warm U.S. financed
Killing hogs came as naturally to Dad
welcomed to these shores from the old
of them, cooking them in corn meal. It
keep pace with this swiftly;Changing
card.
world,' populated the new lands,
as Christmas. He loved the excitement
produced milk,for instance.
was quite a hog-killing delicacy, but I
world? Can we learn to accept the fact
The National Coffee Association
wrested untold wealth from the soil and
of it. He didn't kill in the fall, like a lot of
never
developed
any
great
love
for
it.
That, coupled with the coffee boycott
that the answers to the problems we
the coffee price spiral on a
people did. He'd wait until it really got
became the richest of nations.
Dad often told us how he and his blames
urged by several grocery chains
Brazil's
being
face aren't to be found in the back of the
destroyed
that
frost
severe
Generally
,
American discoveries and inVentions
lately.
it
has
been
cold as
brothers would dry out the bladders,
across
the nation, might get the
prices
book
and
that
we
coffee
must
solve
them
1975.
Raw
_in
coffee-crop
in every field became the envy and the
this was strettly after Christmas and in
blow them up like balloons and bop
message across to the coffee producers
ourselves, the hard way?
than doubled since the
more
have
- benefactors of people everywhere.
January,.
each other over the head with tliem, but
in South America.
Great nations rise by the total efforts
elisaljter'to the world's largest coffee
My'. How my brothers and I, dreaded
Grudgingly, step by Falting step, this
he was always too busy to show us how
of
their
people.
They
fall
through
sloth
that ordeal. We liked the tatty meat
nation perforce gave up - its old
it Was done — for which we were
philosophy"n
of no entangling alliaces • and greed and lack of dedication to • that came out of it, but we hated the
grateful.
principle.
work involved to get it. Too, we didn't
• and entered Upon an unwanted role of
,
++++++
When
the history of the next hundred
see the logic of it then,_as we do now. We , The lean trimmings were ground into
leadership in a largely ungrateful years is written,-what will be said of us?
thought Dad was killing hogs itig
.
Nkorld.
sausage — two-thirds-lean and onebecause he enjoyed it. We didn't hilly
third fat. That's where my brothers and
realize atthe time how important it was
I came in — turning that sausage mill.
to`our eating habits. Chances are there
Out would creep the sausage through a
wouldn't haVe been mifch meat for
funnel-like sleeve to be tightly packed
Mom to put on the table M the coming
into cloth bags. Some was eaten fresh,
months if he hadn't raised and butbut most of it went into the smokehouse.
chered thwe hogs, because-times were
Dad always liked for the meat to hang
tough.
out in the cold for 24 or 48 hours to be
It was the Great Depression era, and
thoroughly chilled before he would cure
---Pad—loagan- insimantt----salegitan. 'Irlre-winffdlfallt tfriffi 41E1141tde
,The free speech protections into programming ,With its Seiping- insurance in those days was. • shed through which the _wind whistled
of the First Amendment have fairness doctrine, which can about as difficult as selling subsharply. My middle brother and I took
turns standing guard overit with the .22
been reaffirmed in Federal inhibit discussion of _ con- scriptions to "The Saturday Review."
++++'-1-+
rifle throughout the night. .
Judge Warren J. Ferguson's troversial issues on radio and
We never had more than four or five
We would be on two hours and off two
creates
and
controversial
'television
'
ruling against the
hogs to kill as compared with the
hours,and those were the longest nights
fact,
problems.
In
network
recurring
on.
hour"
"family
polesful they'd hang up on my grandof my life! If someone had yelled
TORotJE.F-L14E,00JSe,tst5T A42.6440RE Pe:•S saRRINr-7.• television. We applaud his what is needed is for the FCC to father's place. Dad always -bought his
"Boo!" at me, I would probnbly have
decision. but at the.same time allow the broadcast industry to in the early fall as 40 or 457pourid, _ shot off my fooL .
Once it was chilled, Dad would
we hope it-does not spell the end police itself. If. the "family "'sheets.
Then he would feed them out on
carefully salt the meat down in a big
of the attempt to keep shows hour- concept is widely supwhatever he could lay his hands on for
vat and leave it for a spell 'before
exploiting ser-a,,nd violence off ported by viewers, the industry
four 'months or so before they'd be
putting it in the smokehouse and slowly
the.television screen between 7 will respond.
ready to butcher and the weather cold
smoking it until he figured it was reedy
The movie rating system has enough for him to do it.
and ,9 p
fnr "ageing." He tnnk great pride in hi%
Dad liked to kill his bogs by; shooting
ham-curing abilities, and we seldom
That may sound paradoxical, been of some value in protechad one before it. was at least two years
but this case did not turn -on ting children frdm unsuitable them between the eyes with a .22 rifle.
They wouldn't make a sound as he _old. Served with Mom's beaten biscuits,
whether the family viewing entertainment, and it is
' NEW YORK (AP) — One of theliiost than $400 billion, Wright noted, and
would shoot them. They would just drop
they were unforgettable.
encouraging stock market outlooks, one
policy is good or not. It dealt° regrettable that a similar to their knees, and as quick as a cat,
must by law be invested in bona fide
++++++
that if correct would mean a Dow Jones capital items, mainly corporate equity
— With the felatidnship between problem should now
Dad would pounce on them and slash
I know we were hard pressed
industrial average of 1700 within five
and debt.
the Federal Communications represented by television sets their throats with a razor-sharp,knife.
financially in those days, but Dad's hog
years, has been issued by the conHe listed as among the other reasons
Up
they
would
go
then
by
them
hind.
feet
killings
made
us
rich
in
,
comparison
rating
in
The
broadAmerican
homes.
the
Commission and
servative Wright Investors Service.
for his bullishness:
to hang from a- rack until they "bled
with many. He received great personal
casting industry. This has system, for all its im- out."
Claiming "the basic economic forces
—"The outflow of corporate capital
some
of
the
satisfaction
our
of
sharing
which have depressed both the
become, and remains, a perfections, is an effort by the
to industrial applications abroad has
Once I asked if I could shoot on
. e. Dad
tender, fresh meat with our neighbors
American economy and security prices
been reversed as the aspirations of
problem area for application of movie industry to meet a public said, "Sure," and handed me the rifle.
and friends.
have now decisively reversed their foreign workers and the inflation of
The hog was chewing on some of the
the First Amendment — concern by policing itself.
My car might not start on these cold
long-term trends," John Wright foreign production costs rose to and
mornings; the gas furnace may seem to
Television producers who corn we had baited him into position
reconciling the federal claim of
suggests that "realistic optimism" is
beyond the point of competitive parity
with, and looking lip, seemed to say,
run excessively; and the newspaper
power to regulate broadcasting took the family viewing policy
now justified.
with the U.S."
"You wouldn't shoot an old buddy,
the
yard,
may
be
late
in
showing
up
in
. with the Bill of Rights provision into court had a good case on
Wright, whose organization supplies
—The decline of the dollar and the
would you?" I couldn't, and handed the
but when the weather is clear, cold and
the basic research for hundreds of flight of investment capital have been
that Congress shall make no constitutional grounds. It is rifle back to Dad. He grumbled
crisp, T'can't help but remember Dad
millions of dollars in trust and pension
replaced by renewed world confidence,
law abridging' freedom of another matter whether they something about "city boy*" _and
and his hog killings.
funds,
made the evaluation in his
making the dollar "once again the
could argue as well against the quickly shot the hog. I- never. -tried
speech or of the press.
I thank God I don't have_to go through • annual message to the New York
principal
international 'currency of
again.
-the same thing today, although I would' Society of Security Analysts.
. Judge Ferguson found that principle of following selfrefuge."
A lot of the neighbors always turned
probably
be
a
better
man
if!
did.
_ the FCC had bypassed ad- imposed guidelines of taste and
In it he stated that a high of 1150
—The fundamental causes of the
- - points or better might be realized
procedures morality in programs aired
. rnitistrative
excessive inflation of 1973-1975 no
t
before the end of 1977, and that longer exist.
• established by law when it before the bedtime of small
following a relatively minor bear
—The very long-term trend towards
more
ina
little
television
children.
In
fact
pressured the
--market reaction in 1978, the general
higher interest rates has been reversed.
dustry into adopting the family sensitivity to taste and morality
upward thrust will be resumed.
Future prime rates should be much
viewing policy. Evidence was would be welcome in television
During this time, he said, a well- closer to 6 per cent than to either the
By Robert F.Stephens
diversifled portfolio of high quality
submitted that liroadcasters schedules whatever the hour.
excessive highs of the past 10 years or
(1) Write and ask for all available
Attorney General
equities which is held throughout minor the lows of the great depression of the
were led to believe they might
Although Judge Ferguson has
literature about the company.
A recent advertisemerft of -earn
cyclic/I' ups and downs will
1930s.
(2) Check with the Attorney
lose their licenses if they did not given the FCC a dressing down money at home the easy way by folding
"unquestionably outperform the
General's
Office
or
the
Better
Business
• comply. This kind of behind- for the way it tried to impose T-shirts" is, a typical scheme used to
market 4verage and any so-called
Bureau.
the-scenes activity should not such guidelines, the problem get the housewife or student to invest
funds."
index
(3) Know, before spendiag any
Letter To The Editor
Wright, who bases his forecasts on
substitute for' the formal still exists. If broadcasters are • their money and time for little or no
money, what your total cost will be in
fundamental
economic
and
market
procedures which provide for sensitive to their responsibility, profit. Such inducements are often
time and money.
fraudulent schemes to take easy money
research, is highly regarded by other
(4) Make sure all earnings claims or
public hearings on regulatory they will not abandon the from unthinking consumers and should
investment
advisers, many of whom
guarantees used in the sales pitch are in
principle of the "faniily ,hour" be avoided.
policies.
base their own estimates in part in his
writing.
It' would hardly be more just because a judge has told . A company from the Netherlands has
organization's studies.
If you have a consumer complaint,
. to housewives in-.
The past 10 years have witnessed the
. • satisfying if the FCC did follow them they can. They are sub- been sending letters
write to the Office of the Attorney
evolution, and the past five years the
' legal procedures in an effort to ject to the judgment of viewers forming them of an opportunity to earn
Generar, ,Division • of Consumer
- big money at home by folding T-shirts.
end of an era, Wright said, during
impose the family viewing they supposedly serve.
Protectieii, Frankfort, Ky. 40601.,The
The company requests the housewife to
which formation and distribution of
office
has
found
that
it
can
most
efimpermission
(Reprinted
with
already
policy. It has
Dear Editor,
send a PO deposit, which will supinvestment
capital was "eroded,
fectively
deal
with
written complaints
I,0. C,Kimbro,have worked with the
properly extendedits authority - from the Santa Ana Register)
posedly be returned' upon the
dissipated
and
exported."
and encourages you to write when you
Kentucky
Division of Forestry for nine
- -housewife's completion of the trial
The
result,
he
continued, was "to
have a complaint. However,if you have
years. I have been a forest warden for
package.
bring
down
aroand
us
the
structure
of
an emergency situation,, call the
Calloway County for seven years. I also
The ad also states that there is a
security valuations and distribution."
Consumer Hotline. The number is 1-800operate the fire plow for the Division of
collection
and
distribution depot in the
This
"sorry
and
John Ramsey,Calloway County Raad
destructive
era"
now
is
372-2960.
' .The
behind us, and a new progressive -Forestry.
of_the_Murza.Y.- --Commissieneersaiti-enew bridge will. -...- samegeographicalitreaandthatiswhy
With these niany years of fire fighting
they have been `'chosen" for an opHospital is being iemodeled to give be built by the state on the Old Paris
period is ahead, he said.
I have had the pleasure of knowing and
pluiunity to male easy money. A
additional office space, according to Road, two miles south -of the New
Chief. among the reasons, in his
working with each and every member
Robert Wilson, administrator. The Concord Highway.
distributor is supposed to live at this
opinion, is that the decline of capital
Thou showest lovIngkindness unof the Murray-Calloway County Rescue
increased number of patients and the 'Vojislav S. Mijuskovic and Milan
depot and will pay in cash for the
formation through personal savings has
to thousands . . . The Great,' the 'been reversed as a result
Squad. You'can take it froth anne — they
Medicare program have increased the Vukic of Yugoslavia who are in the
finished work_ The ad states that a
of an
Mighty God, the LORD of hosts is
really know their job.
demand far clerical assistance and the United States studying the 4.-H
person can make up to $250 per 1,000
"enormous buildup" of funded - taxhis name. Jeremiah 32:18.
Their one goal is do a job for the _
__business qf .staf jbsed __program_ along with pr,
folded T-shirts. '___
deferred employehenefit plans.
.W.
,..
=
roe-OpTe orthis courity:and the jab they
To-re CC, Icri-r-rW — TViing it in 8 per cent compound
• the problem, according to files in the
to meet this demand.
Whitehouse of the University 'of Kenwho He 1;•, He shows His .love to us
are doing is one we can't do without. It
Consumer Protection Div'sion, is that
Deaths reported include Paul tucky and B. W. Edmonds of the Valley
rate, these funds now total more
takes al great deal of money to Operate
t11ose %
Weatherford and Mrs,
1141attie Smith.
haveo
invested in is business
Counties of Kentuck Cooperative,
the equipment the Rescue Squad uses,
h ve never received their trial
Airman Third Class Dan Jones, sari of were gyests in the office of the Murray
and to keep this equipment ready b.
Mr. and-Mrs. 6. B., Jones of Murray, Ledger% Times and also 1were guests of, packages of T-shirts and have never
move ata minute's notice.
been refunded their $50 deposits. No one
has completed basic training and a- Robert Perry at the Murray Rotary
month, payable in advance: -By mail
The Murray Ledger & Times is
Aani
course at Amarillo Air Force
has
been
able
to
sure there wili be citizens in the
Club
meeting
on
January
2.
contact
the
distributor
• technical
in
Calloway
published
every
County
and
afternoon except
to Benton., ,
_
rcounty who-will -read this letter that
Base, Texas. '•
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Hendricks were - or any other representative Of the
Hardin, Mayfield, Sedalia and FarSundays, July 4, Christmas Day;
mington, Ky., and Paris,-Buchanan'
have donated to the Rescue Squad and
Parrish of honored on their 55th wedding anNew Year's Day, and Thanksgiving
company. Thus, the consumers have
Mr. and Mrs. W.
by Murray Newspapers, Inc., 103 N.... and PUryear, Term.,$15.00 per year.
they will be blessed for their donations.
lost their money and have no way of
• Murray Route Three- observed their niversary on January 1 with a dinner
By mail to other destulations, 830,00
4th St..Murray,Icy., 42071:
.I urge others to consider and do the
recovering ii
golden -- wedding anniversary"' on party'by their daughter, Mrs. Claude.
per year.
Second Class Postage Paid'
t
o
,
same,
Consumers
All donations are greatly apDecember 2.
should
exercise
*tiller and Mr. Miller.
caution
'
- ..,
Member of Associated Press, KenMurray, Ky. 42071.
and investigate any business offering a
Marriages announced today include - Births reported include a boy, James
preciated. .
tucky Press Association and
way to make easy money. If. you are
SUBSCRIPTION' RATES': In Southern Newspaper Publishers
Pamela Ross to -Thomas Hoke on Craig, to Mr. and Mrs. James Suiter on
Sincerely,
areas served by carriers; -$2.50 per
Association.
interested in some type of work-at0.C. Kimbro
December 17 and Peggy Lynn Weeks to. December 30 and a girl, Krista, to Mr.
, Calloway Co. Forest Warden
hore program, you should at least
John Daniel Kemp on December 18.'
and Mrs. Buron Erwin on December 18.
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Determination Helps Carver
NASHVILLE, Tenn.( AP)- on 'Tie a Yellow Ribbon'and!
When Johnny Carver was, in
used guitars. That basically is
high school, his mother made the
only difference.
•"
him get up at 6 o'clock to milk "It was the same with
the cows...Since his count*
music band was playing ever/ 'Afternoon Delight.' It's
night until 2 a.m., he was a foolish to change something
that's alreacly good. If it's a
miserable milker.
--. "I'd sleep from 2 until 6, good song with the right
_then sleep three hours after arrangement, you should
school," Carver Tecalled. leave it alone."
On his rise to statdom, _he
"Mom wanted to see lust how
badly I -wanted to sing.- I'm worked nightclubs six nights a
grateful. It made me deter- week for 13 years. Like arising
at 6..m. to milk two cows for
mined."
Hie farm-fed determination two ,\ hours;- there are
carried him to a successful memories.
droppedin a club (Mee in
country music career that
Montana, and the band was
includes six hits. .
- men,
s restroom,"
• Hi4 version of "Tie a Yellow- set up in the
recalled. "You'd go to use
Ribbon 'Round the Old..Dak _
-The"'
country charts. "You Really s°ng'''
Anotiiii time he was
Haven't Changed" _. .and. ,`
-*Ahern-an Delight'
Indiana
'
4he
2 and "Don't Tell( That Sweep Wdñt nime the city), when 400
in
the
audience
of
500
began
Old Lady of Mine;," "Tonight I
Someone's Falling in Love" righting.
"They fought for 40
and "Hold Me Tight" were No.
minutes,"
nutes," he said. "We went
5.
.
He's recorded five albiuns, into a back room, and you
traveled 150,000 miles a year could hear.them fighting way
entertaining and sung on the back there. They had to call
• Grand Ole Opry. His current ambulances."
His current act includes hitrelease is "Sweet City
Woman," a hit a few years ago songs only.
"I feel that singing
by The Stampeders,
something_
else is wasting
It's his fourth "Cover"
record
(one
recorded three minutis of someone's
originally by someone elset:--timg
"
•-'!raConsequently, he's noted for- His promoters describe him
lending a country flavor to pop as the personification of
hits.
"modern country," but he's
"It's pretty easy to do," said hardpressed to describe it.
Carver, 36, who's often
"Charlie
Rich
was
compared to Bobby Vinton doing it two years ago
because they look alike and with 'Behind Closed Doors'
share similar performiag and those things," he said. "I
- guess it's anything capable of
styles.
"The basic arrangement is crossingpver(to pop charts).
there"
no
_-.
• native nip. "You don't want any iiirticular kind. 3 don't
to change too much. Tony come on stage and say:
Orlando had horns and strings 'Welcome to my country

Lawyers Disagree On
Unions In Military

music show."
titles.
- He believes that country, "Pop, rock and - 'country
pop and rock music will make a great marriage," he
eventually lose their iden- said.
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THE PHANTOM

I PREDICT THAT 50ME
DAY A CEREAL BOX WILL

II
WASHINGTON (AP) - belong to the American
Pentagon lawyers can't agree Federation of Government
among themselves on whether Employes, which represents !I
:
seevicem-ft
and
ser- than before congressional
vicewomen can be barred committees. Government 11
from joining labor. unions.
workers may not strike and
But there is general - their pay rates are fixed by
agreement among the lawyers Congress. But the union may
that the Pentagon has the bargain with federal agencies
power to prohibit negotiations on working conditions and is
between labor unions and the available to help individual !:
defense establishment on employes in event of ii
military, pay, working con- grievances.
II
ditions or anything else.
The union has been con- ii
The debate_ appears to boil sidering for more than a year
down to an argument over whether to try to sign up teen
whether a ban on allowing and women in uniform. AFGE-- II
membership in a union would leaders decided last month to
infringe on a servic* mem- delay,a decision amid reports
ber's constitutional rights.
of disagreement among them.
-- Pentagon lawyers have
The present Pentagon
been grappling with the leadership, both civilian and.
problem of how to frame military, is universally opregulations in such a way as to posed to unionization of the
keep them from being voided armed forces. It is not yet
by the courts.
known how the Carter adArmy attorneys contend the ministration will view the
Defense Department has legal question.
authority to rule out union
Gen. George S. Brown,
membership. Defense chairman of the Joint Chiefs of
Department General Counsel Staff, testified last year that
Richard Wiley reportedly "every country that has had- n
challenges the Army position. unionization
within—its ii
Lawyers for the Air Force and uniformed side of the military II
Navy are described as un- establishment has paid one
certain.
terrific price in operational Ill
A current defense directive effectiveness."
says commanders are not
Other senior military of- in
authorized to recognize or to ficers have said unions in the iii
bargain with any ser- armed forces •-"would be di
' detrimental to good order and
vicemen's union.
ili
Many civilian workers _ discipline."
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San Francisco Leads
Latest AP Cage Poll

(Ill !MAY LEDGER V.; TIMES)

Auburn Coach Blasts His
Star Player After Loss

points and 13 rebounds.
By TOM SALADINO
Charles Davis led Vanderbilt.
AP Sports Writer
Coach C.M. Newton took 4-5, with n points.
Al Bonner scored 26 points
opening
Alabama's
1
By SHELDON SAKOWITZ
points, including six first, setback Monday night, bowing
Southeastern , Conference - and Bob Smyth 20 to power
Princeton
76-62.
place votes. The Bearcats, to
AP Spprts Writer
victory over Auburn calmly, Florida, 8-1. Gary Hooke: had
Nevada-Las Vegas and
The undefeated University fifth last week, posted vieI
..esual. The same could not 21 for State,8-2.
as
of San Francisto Dons, using tories during the week over Wake Forest rounded out the
Eagle Coach ' Kenny Higgs sqpred 27
War
for
said
'
be
Top Ten. Nevada-Las Vegas
-14aiebow Classic in SOuth Carolina and Indiana.
points and fresiunad Durad
Bob Davis.'
Kentucky, sixth last week, climbed from Ilth to ninth
Honolulu is a springboard,
just too damn • Macklin added 19 to lead IS ,
Were
"They
have displaced Michigan- as moved up to third with 791 with 219 points and Wake
tough. They wanted it more 8-2. John Billipti had 20 points'
the nation's top college,.. points and 13 first-place Forest fell from seventh, to
us,''said Davis after No. • and 16 rebounds for Ole Miss,
than
basketball-team in tie weekly ballots. The Wildcats played 10th with 212. edged Auburn 747 64.
Alabama
Clemson,-10th, a week ago,
Associated Press ToP Twenty only once during the week,
_
tide Senior _ In SEC clashes Wednviay
71_,He
Piell_fif-S&KI
downing -Netre -Dame 102-78, -fell out of the-Top Ten after
port •
.
Eddie Johnson, one of night Mississippi State is at
guard
The Dons, in boosting their raising 'their record to 7-1. losing to Marquette.-- -the top performers in the SEC Auburn, Alabama at Florida
Others in the Top Twenty
record to 15-0 last week, Kentucky also saw action
and Georgia at Vanderbilt. •
the past three years.
collected 963 points, including Monday night, outlasting include No. 11 Arizona, No. 12
than any other team in the - The Vikingsi-too, have made
_
By
BRUCE
LOWM'
"We
had
things
going
Marquette, No 13 Minnesota,
28 first-place votes, in the Georgia 64-59 in overtime.
league,have been symbolic of failure • a habit of sorts.
our
AP
Sports
Writer
way and I substituted" said
7,; life's losers. In nine of the
vi4e
lle_ciefusu
, No. 15_
ul.. ,....jsmartii.
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No. 14 il,o_mk
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eight
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seasons.
Leave
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Al
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to
leave
and
that
was
a
for a freshman
broadcasters participated, in Western Michigan in its only No. 17 Providence, No. 18
divi
titles. In only one of In the previous seven, they
nothing to chance.
mistake." '
the voting based on results of game of the week. The Arkansas, No. 19 Syracuse
those
Previous
eight
have
they
managed
three
trips
to
the
The mysterious,sometimes
Auburn trailed 57-54 with
SAN ANTONIO (AP) Ciiinson .• Tide PnInggPsi_31.7._ and No. 20 Memphis_ State._.....
games through Sunday.
managed
in_make_d_through._._Snpar-Soad-=And--in all Vim- ---513-Cout-10--mintites left when Buffahr-Braves---eoaeli--Tetes--- - sinister; and always secretive
first-place
with
one
San Francisco, third a week points
—idal into the Super they came out on the short
head man of the Oakland the playolis
now realizes he
By The Associated Press
ago, won three games en route vote. Alabama played Monday
Bowl. And in that one, they end, losing 16-6 to-Pittsburgh Davis sent in freshman guard Locke says he
Raiders
Monday
sent
his
13ubba
Price
for
Johnson.
let his team
not
have
should
The Top Twenty learns in
to the championship of .the night, edging Auburn 74-71.
were throttled 33-14 by the two years ago, 24-7 to. Miami
aduance
troops
to
the
batPress
college
Associated
The
scored
six
points
in
two
Price
Sunday.
take
off
Michigan accumulated 686 basketball poll, with first-place
Rainbow Classic holiday
tleground of Super Bowl XI a Green Bay Packers in Super three_ years ago and 23-7 to minutes to help Auburn to a 62That realintion came after
tournament. The Dens points with four votes for No, votes in. parentheses, this sea_ Kansas
_ _ City seven years ago.
day before the team's arrival Bowl II
:57
lead
with
8:31
apd
Davis
left
San Antonio Spurs
the
total
points:
son's records and
defeated St.,John's, N.Y., 80- .1.
training facilities
sent Johnson back in.
_trounced the Braves 142-109 in
8-1, Points based on 20-18-16-14-12-'to scout the
Carolina,
70 and Arizona State 114-96 in
North
The troops: Head coach
"Johnson will never go back a
Basketball
Nitional
She opening Yotinds, then catapulted from ninth to sixth. 1.San Fran (28)
15-0 963
John Madden and all his
In
a game like this again," Association game Monday
captured the championship The Tar Heela had a lone first- 2.Cincinnati (6)
9-43
?
assistants. Their mission •
said Davis. "He doesn't want
with an 86-81" victory over" place vote in collecting sn 3.Kentucky (13)
7-1
Checking all the nooks and
it. We may not ever use him
9-0
4.Alabama
(1)
•
beat
points..
-North
Carolina
Houston. - •
The loss was the Braves' •
crannies of the University of
against them again. Alabama 15th in 19
7-1 686
5.Michigan (4)
Michigan, 7-1, dropped to Oral Roberts, Oregon and
road games. San
California at Irvine.
8-1 528
6.N.CaroLina (1)
took
him
apart
for
the
third
The Wildcats, favored this
fifth place in the rankings Weber State last week.
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) Antonio won its sixth straight
161 51.5
7.UCLA
That might not seem like
UCLA,- 10-1,_ jumped from 8.Notre Dame
year to win the Southeastern time. He is trying to live onliis home game and boosted its
'after an 82-81 double overtime
7-1 461
such - a - big' deal - iut Keritucky Coach Joe ,
10-1 219
championship for reputation and he doesn't have home record to 15-2.
Conference
loss to Providence in the Friar eighth to seventh with 515 9.Nev-LV
doe/Fi't
put
great
stock
in
Minnesota Coach Bud Grant
10.Wake
Forest
9-1
212
victories
over
points
after
time,
were-somewhat
Classic last week. The
The Spurs, who built a 66-50
can surely understand the basketball polls, but- he the 30th
10-1 195
Johnson had 10 points in the
11.Arizona
Wolverines had held the top Southern Methodist, Utah 12.Marquette
halftime lead as the Braves
7-2 191
Raiders' apprehension .and readily admits that coaches, shaky' Monday night in their game.
spot all season. Michigan, State and Houston.
players- and especially fans first league game, winning 64shot a cold 35 per cent from
13.Minnesota
9-0 188
thoroughness.
"Auburn is definitely the the field, took command late
Notre Dame, second last
in
overtime
over
Georgia.
) however, won two .games
7-2 150
just
eat
uisville
them
up.
•
Remember Super Bowl VIII
9-1 139
"We're just tickled to death best basketball team we've In the third quarter. San
during the week, beating week, plummeted to eighth as 15.Maryland
Hall's Wildcats, 8-1, were
in Houston? Grant does. His
played," said Newton whose
9-1
116
16.Clernson
Kentucky.
Rhode Island and South a result of its loss to
Vikings' were totally un- rated today as the third best with a' victory, -however it Crimson Tide is now 10-0. Antonio led 87-76 in the third
4g
8-2
17.Providence
comes,'''
Hall
said,
looking
The Fighting Irish, 7-1 through 18.Arkansas
Carolina.
team
in
the
country,
finishing
period before striking for 17.
8-1
23
prepared for what they found
Auburn dropped to 6-2.
• Cincinnati, 9-0, took over the Sunday, compiled 461 points. 19.Syracuse
8-2
20
when they arrived, namely a behind . top-ranked San forward to his regionally . Johnny Darden hit six straight points in less than
,10-1
19
runner7up position with 830 Notre Dame absorbed another - 20.Memphis St.
high schoOT field assigned to Francisco, the dominant televised date with Vanderbilt straight free throws in the four minutes, building their
advantage to 104-76. The
them for practice. And it took leader, and yunnerup Cin- next Saturday.
The Wildcats had moved as final 57 seconds to help Ten- Braves trailed by as many as
a 20-minute'bus ride ever/ day cinnati, which got less than
;lessee to its victory asCoach
•
to get the Vikings there from halfis many first place votes 'high as- third once before this Ray Mears returned for his 37 lathe final period.
year,
after
rolling
to
wins
over
their hotel while the sMiami as the Wildcats. :San
Antonio
was
paced
by
"These things are good for Northwestern (72-64), Texas first game of the season after George Gervin's 24 points and
Dolphins could simply' stroll
for
physical
hospitalized
being
across the street to their fan interest," Hall said. "But Christian (103-53), defending exhaustion.
20 each from Mike Gale and
facilities, the Houston Oilers' let's be serious. It's only the, nati6nal champion Indiana Ernie
Mack Calvin. Buffalo was led
Grunfeld
led
(68-51), Kansas (90-63) and
last one that counts.".*
practice field.
by Adrian Dantley)ruid Randy
By SHELDON SAKOWITZ
pnasize this, both in our loss to the Irish with 15.
7-2,
with
23
points
Tennessee,
South
Carolina
(98-67).
Hall's team, the defending
"Sparrows in the showers,"
Smith, each with 17 ints.
AP Sports Writer
Kentucky and tonight - they
In other games Monday Grant muttered after getting champions of the National
But the Cats slid to sixth and Bernard King added 16
It's back to the drawing killed us."
. night involving Top Ten - his first took at the Vikings' Invitation, Tournament, has after losing is-the finals of the
board to work' on funNotre Dame gave away the teams,third-ranked Kentucky
UKIT to Utah, and moved up
damentals today for Notre ball 26 times and also sent outlasted • Georgia Ss4-59 in workout scene. It became a lost only one game this season,
to fifth last week although
Dame's slumping basketball Princeton foul shooters to the overtime; -Alabama, No. 4, cause celebre - and Grant that a 70-68 loss to Utah on a
°56.i tl
became $1,500. poorer when last-secend , shot in the idle.
team and dejected Coach -free throw line 34 times.
edged Auburn 74-71,and ninthCOPYING/DUPLICATING PRODUCTS
Kentucky's game with
championship' game of the
Digger Phelps.
The Fighting Irish had won rated Nevada-Las Vegas National Football League
42,A
•OFFSET •COP1E RS• F LtflO• MfMEOGRA,-.
Commissioner Pete Rozelle University of -Kentucky Georgia officially opened the-- •
Notre Dame, No. 8 in this their first seven games, turned back Colorado 113-91.
COLLATORS•PLATE MAKERS
•FOLDERS
SEC
season,
which
appears
Invitational
Tournament.
editor
al
fined
him
for
his
week's Associated Press poll, including victories over
A COUP' TA:I iNE4-tr DAWc Ds
Since thee, the Wildcats ratirigsTwise to shape up as a
-111t_4>
Eddie Owens and Reggie comments..
absorbed Its second straight Maryland and UCLA,and had
AND SUPPLIES
ife'"•-•
No one knows whether the have thrashed then-second battle between Hall's third
• setback Monday night, losing been ranked second nationally Thew provided the scoring
SALES AND SERVICE
ranked
Wildcats
and
fourthin
a
ranked
Notre
Dame
102-78
their
NEW
AND
USED
EOLODNAIENT
are
pleased
with
Raiders
impetus
in
keying
Nevada-Las
.
on the road to unranked last week. But last Thursday
Louisville's Freedom ranked Alabama, coached by
Princeton 76-62.
night, Notre Dame traveled to Vegas' conquest of Colorado. UC-Irvine training camp or game at
a
Beach
hotel
Hall
that
the Wildcats led by Hall's former Kentucky
their
Newport
116 NORTH 7TH
hit
for
24
points
and
Owens
• The Tigers utilized a Kentucky and was beaten by
Theus contributed 22 as the 10-minute bus ride away - 34 before turning matters over teammate C. M. Newton. The
247-5912
• tenacious defense and had the Wildcats 102-78.
MAYFIELD
Tide is 10-0.
any sort of to substitutes.
• little trouble solving Notre
Notre Dame hit on only 39 Rebels wee their iith game in ..and if Madden is
Dame's full-court press. The per cent of its shots against-12 outings and posted their diplomat, we'll never know.
It's already known, though,
• Fighting Irish failed to rattle Princeton's tough defense, the 49th straight home court
that
Grant doesn't like the
victory.
Princeton, which worked the stingiest in the country. Don
idea of the Vikings being
ball around for good shots and "Duck" Williams, the leading
Butch Lee sank seven of his quartered in Costa Mesa, 10'
hit with consistency.
scorer for the Irish, connected first 10 shots and wound up minutes from their training
•
Bill Omeltchenko and Tim on only three of 13 shots. The with, 16 points in triggering
camp, the Los Angeles Rams'
_ Olatt _the Tigers' guards, Tigers, in raising their record 12th-ranked Marquette to a 63in.
-seas-on training site at Blair
displayed sound ballhandling to 7-2, have allowed only 55 45 victory over Georgia Tech;
Field in Long Beach.
ability. They dribbled around points per game.
freshman Darrell Griffith
The problem Grant points
the Irish kill time and conBob Slaughter topped scored a career-high 23 points, out, is that it's perhaps a twosistently hit the open man, Princeton with 19 points and including four in overtime,
hour bus ride north from Costa
passing off with precision to Frank Sowinski hit six-for-six leading 14th-rated Louisville
Mesa (and from Newport
• set up the shots.
from both the floor and foul past Florida State 78-75, and Beach, for that matter to
"But the other thing that line -and scored 18 points for sophomore Dale Shackleford's Pasadena and the Rose Bowl,
beat us was turnovers," said the Tigers, who led 35-25 at 30 points led Syracuse, No. 19, the scene of Sunday's game.
Phelps. "I can't overem-. halftime. Bill Paterno topped to a 93-61 verdict over Cornell. So Grant and the Vikes will be
pulling up stakes in Costa
Mesa
on Friday and
sequestering themselves in
Pasadena for the final 48
hours or so.
And the Raiders also may be
less than thrilled with their
location. It is understood that
By WILL GRIMSLEY
benefit of a two-inch tee, Sayers but the old field goal Madden and his players will
kicker, George Blends with check into a motel near
AP Special Correspondent
barred by the pros.-None of this may matter. 2,002 points, followed by Pasadena a day or two before
LOS ANGELES(AP)=Pro
football scouts are drooling Franklin's forte is un- another placement specialist, Sunday's game.
‘,1)4111,111rt•li I)N thC
- over the barefoot place- believable-'pedal power. He Lou Groza,with 1,349.
• So much for logistics.
(.111()%%.‘‘((writ%
Mtirra%
The 1976 scoring champion
kicking exploits of collegian banged a 62-yarder in the Bun
One of the most meaningful
1,1( yes
Tony Franklin but their eager Bowl Sunday as Texas A&M wasn't Pittsburgh's Franco statistics of this game is that
anticipation _ is tempered bear Florida 37-14. During the Harris or Minnesota's Chuck one of the teams has to come
somewhat by a touch ofreality season he exploded a boot of 65 Foreman, but Baltimore out of it a winner, a major
kicker Toni Linhart, 109 change for both of them.
plus a measure of uncertainty. yards - an NCAA record.
.
Franklin's Sun Bowl field points, with 20 field goals and
The Raiders, perhaps more
As a sophomore at Texas
A&M,the shoeless wonder has goal sailed 10 or 15 yards over 49 extra points.
two more seasons before he. the bar, giving rise to. Harris and Foreman tied for
Services Set
puts himself on the money speculation that lie probably ninth with U.
FRESNO, Calif. (API -_
block. Also, nobody knows would have hit from 10 yards
Franklin is not the first or Funeral
services
are
how well he might do if his farther back.
only player to succeed with an
"I think I'll get that 70- unorthodox technique. scheduled Wednesday for Max ,
toes' are cramped by a tight
ya-rder 9ome day," the Michigan State turned up Chobolan, fornier quarleathershoe. - terback with the Denver
"When he goes to the p?os, youngster said confidently.
about 111 years ago with a
he will have to wear shoes," Franklin is a soccer-style barefoor kicker out of Hawaii Broncos and a radio broadwarned-Jim Kensil, executive kicker, meaning he belts the named Dick Kinney but caster.
Choboian died Sunday of _
director-- -of- the- National- ball-with- his-instep,- With -or Kinney flunked his-pro-tryout-=
Football League. "League without shoes, he looms as a with the Philidelphia Eagles. cancer. He was 34.
.Choboian played football at
rules - everybody's equip- future redhot commodity in a Texas Tech currently has a
game which glorifies' its young man.who does extra NOrthridge State in California
ment has to he the same."'
Also in the NFL, Franklin quarterbacks but subsists on point and short yardage and was a quarterback for the
Broncos in 1966.
will hai/e a narrow crossbar podiatry.
asSignments with a wooden
After his pro career, he
target - an 18.6-foot crossbar The all-time leading scorer
.,_re111/13Prl to his home townand
-insteadof ,the 24.6-used- by of the -NFL-is-not-one-of-the eg.
college tearris-and will have glamor touchdown makers 41te NFL is =lay-iitiOut entered into the real estate
tO do his stuff without the SiiCh at Jim -Brown or Gale eqUipment and no one is more business. He also broadcast
demanding On proper uniform sports for radio station KCOK
attire- then Minnesota's for three years.
Funeral services will be
Bud Grant, who sends his
Oakland's' held at First Christian Chuich
Vikings
against
Marra -Cathy* ay County Airport
Raiders in the Super Bowl of Tulare, with burial at
Tulare District Cemetery.
here Sunday.
Before playing Washington
TENNIS
, Multiin the divisional playoffs, • MELBOURNEI, Australia Engine
Grant _complained that the Secondseeded RTanlieri'
Redskin's kicker, Mark of Lookout ,Mountain, Tenn.,
, Contact
Nikemwm:
Moseley, was using an illegal- defeatedBrian Teacher of San
Parker
Johnny
Fuller
or
Bill
kicking shoe with teed in the Diego 6-3, 5-7, 6-3, 1-5 in first489-2721..
489-2414
toe. The NFL investigated and round action in the Australian
found. no hidden ball**. _
Open tennis tournament..
NAW

Raiders Send Scouts
To Practice Facili

Spurs- Rip Braves
142:109 In NBA
•••••
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Joe Hall Doesn't Take
Much Stock In Ratings

•Unranked Princeton Cruises
Past Irish, Las Vegas Romps

•

•
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In Person!

MAGICIANS OF BASKETBALL

Franklin Wouldn't Be Able To
Kick Barefoot In Pro Football

^

January 6th
at
7 P.M.
at
M.S.U. Sports
Arena

Tickets are on sale now at
Peoples Bank, Dennison-Hunt
Sporting Goods and Jerry's Restaurant

+

Thorobred Flying Service,Inc.

gqs

Reserve Seats (1,0000111y)
General Admission
Students With 1.D.
50th ANNIVERSARY SEASON!!!

$550

$450
$350

•••••
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Wildcats Survive Upset
Scare,Slip By Bulldogs

Is

Its

LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP)zz.:."This was a key game for as we needed more quickness to combat their forwards," Hall
because it Was the first time we have played against a slow.-- said. "He played well in thejirst half but wefelt it would be
down," Kentucky Coach Joe Hall said after Kentucky's 64-59 better for us to go with the quickness."
overtime basketball victory over Georgia.
That meant a lineup ofRobey., who Scored 16 points, at cen"I thought we did what we had to do," added Hall, whose ter; Jack Givens,.with,17 points, and Lee, with 10, at forclub won the Southeastern Conference opener for both teams. wards; and Jay Shidler,• with 11, and Larry Johnson, with
Frustrated by the Georgia stall, Kentucky was behind in two,at guards.
most of the first half and trailed by four points with 5:12 left
Johnson
and
Shidler,
however,each spentsome time on the
in regulation. Kentucky center Rick Robey took charge in the
bench
sporting
four
personal
fouls.
next three minutesto all but insure a 53-53 tie at game's end.
-Gehrgia Coach John Giithrfe denied thatchis ganuf-Plan in After We-Wildcats-used their oviii.b
.rand ol stilling tactics
.to open ttte overtime, Robey powered a layin to Pig Kentucky • volved any kind of_stall, but instead termed it "a cat-andmousegame.
ahead and hit a free throw with 2:06 to go in the eirtra period
to give Kentucky a 5643lead.
"Our strategy was that we wanted to score, but we wanted
*James Lee, the Wilacats' top substitute,-converted a steal:
to-spread Kentucky out so someofour kids-could penetrate,"
into a layin and two free throws on an intentional foul by
uthrie said.
1Cettigterrete-Fthirthrr50:5511hu1ge. Lee added two more
"Our people maintained their composure mien when We got
free throws 30 seconds later and it was all over.
_ behind. We thought we were going to win the game," he adsaid he was=prised at-Georgia's stall,"but it served ded.
iirpose for them in VW we sort of got Med inteia slew_Georgia's Walter Daniels Wail scorers with 20 points, hitdo
ting 10 of 17 from the field. Curtis Jackson added 17 for the
Mike Phillips, whose scores more points per minute than Bulldogs and David Reavis pitched in 14. Georgia hit 28 of its '.
any Kentucky player,was lifted in the first half and didn't re- 49 shots for slightly over 57 per cent while Kentucky conturn to the floor even thoukh the fold-Prone 'junior hadn't nected on 25 of 48. The difference, of course, was at the free
committed a miscue.
throw line, where Georgia made three of six and Kentucky 14
"We didn't play Phillips in the second half because we felt of 20.
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By The Alsociated Press
EAST
Detroit 105, Buffalo 71
Penn St 98, Colgate 59
Princeton 76, Notre Dame 62
Rhode Island 70, LaSalle 61
St. Francis, Pa. 55, Fair.
Dickinson 53
Syracuse 03, Cornell 61
SOUTH
Alabama 74, Auburn 71
Citadel-67, Stetson 65
Florida 97, Mississiiipt St 75
Kentucky 64, Georgia 59, OT
Louisiana St 75, Mississippi
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Louisville 78, Florida St 75,
OT
McNeese St 68, New Orleans
64
Memphis St 82, S Mississtimi
-78
N Caro. St' 107, N Caro.'AdtT
46
S Carolina 54, Nebraska 49
Tennessee 73,, Vanderbilt 69
Tenn-Chattanooga 92, Samford 77
Virginia 67, Davidson 48
, Virginia St 93,'Roanoke 79
W Virginia
l
54s7Ball St 66
be
ibl
,IB
D11uWE2tler:
i 59
.1mell 71
Illinois St 89, Bradley 66
Indiana St 104, Evansville 68
Marquette 63, Georgia Tech

73, ic ita
64
S Illinois 100, Kan. Benedictine 51
mons 59 SOUTHWEST
Arkansas St BO, Hardin-Sim-

To Play In Tourney

Sports Editor
4
e
'

Long Layoff Could Hurt Tigers Tonight
Being a sportswriter is absolutely crazy.
Just over two weeks ago, I had covered something-like 17
games in 13 Melts and swore I'd never want to see another
game.
But afterthe longtaitarpturto0tarty hours of Watching
the boob tube,I've decided I'll never again worry about lioW
many basketball-games I have to cqver.
Tonight sends the two local teems and about everyone
else in the First Region back intoaction. For the season,the
cage picks stand at 32-12, which isn't too bad considering
basketball genies afe tough to pick.'
Here goes the first effort of 1977.
MARSHALL COUNTY at Murray High by fair - When
picking games,,you have-to be a--little scientific about it.
First of all, Marshall County Played three games in the
Tilghman'Christmas Tournament while the Tigers stayed
home and ate Christmas cookies anizi,sarYb'.,
--The Marshals are big, considerably larger than the
Tigets. Andrea Perry should be available for duty tonight
and his presence could offset some of the Marshall County
advantage. But even though the game is at Murray and the
Tigers have a reputation of playing tough against the Marshals, you have to go with Marshall County because of their
games over vacation.
•
•
Wingo at CALLOWAY COUNTY - The Lakin An go
over the hump tonight and sport a winning record if they
can get past Wingo. Neither team has played for quite some
. period of time and both clubs might be a little error-proned.
The Lakers should win this one by at least 13 points.

Heath at BALLARD-The Bombers are at home. They've
lost only -once at home and that was to Tilghman. A safe
bet: Ballard by 11.
CAIILISLE COUNTY at Fulton City - The Comets
played tough in the Laker Invitational anaappear to be on
the brink of jelling into a fair club. They-don't have to be too
fair to win over Fund'City. Take the Comets by nine.
Lowes at CAIRO-The Pirots have lost Howard Johnson
for the season but are still tough. They played three games
in tne„recent Eldnr.attn. 47(01411133-11.WW.Meitivilickl.
be a big hell). LoVieris big, tough and physical. But so is 6-6,
230-pound junior center Otha Watkins of the Pilot-4. This
could be one of the top games of the season but I'll have to
take the Pilots bysix.
Other games: Farmington at SYMSONIA by 41, LONE
OAK at Fulton Coady by 72, Sedalia at MAYFIELD by 31
and ST-.MARY at Reidland by seven.

Just For Fun

Sometimes is fun to compare scores. Not too long ago,I
remember some of my UK friends were comparing scores.
• UK had beaten Kansas 90-63. Kansas had won 81-66 over
Mutray State so theysame up with the idea the Wildcats
were 42 pointsbetter than Murray.
First of all, Murray could beat Kansas now.Secondly, it
, was the dedication game of Rupp Arena and the Celtics
couldn't have won that one, Thirdly, on neutral floors, UK
would probably have won by a less margin and Murray,
even at that point in the season, could have beaten Kansas
with some breaks in the officiating.
Okay 'Cat fans. Here's one for you. Troy State goes to
Georgia and leads for the whole game before finally losing
in the last three minutes by seven points.
_
Murray defeats Troy State by 26, meaning the Racers are
19 points better than Georgia.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) ---s,with 57 seconds left but missed
All right, here comes the biggie. GeOcgia goes to Rupp
"We obviously weren'l ready his free throw, depriving the
Arena
last night and loses in overtime by five. That mewls—
to play," said Coach Denny Seminoles of an opportiiiilty to
murrt!tt# 1,40.4*.n.ette,r thanPI
Crum
atter----LoutsvWisp-- eatchmprI do recall Troy State coach Wes Bigilia saying Murray
struggled to a 78-75 overtime
With time running out,
was
"miles and miles" bettern than Georgia.
victory over-Florida-State in • Larry Williams stuffed onefow"
Of course we all iiiow that the value of cornparingscores
their opening Metro-7 Con- Louisville to put the name
and 35 cents might be enough to get-you a cup of coffee, if
ference game.
away 28-75.
you aren't in a major city.
- Crum also was displeased
Griffith, who fouled out with
with the officiating and said he .57 seconds left, ended the
didnt know why he had drawn night with 23 points, a career
This announcement is neither an offer to sell nor a solicitation
a technical early in the.game. high.
of an offer to buy any of these securities.
The offering is made by.the Proipectus..
Calling Florida State's
record misleading, Crum said
Louisville, now -11-2, picked
Monday's game was anything up 13 points each from
but a crowd-pleaser.
Williams and Phillip Bond and,
their teammate, Wesley Cox,
The 13,000 fans at Fi
mit added 11. C-ox now has scored
Hall booed repeatedly during 1,249 points.,the 10th best total
the_ first half and Crurn in lAiuioille's Wry.
reminded his Cardinals of that
Thompson and Carlton Byrd
at intermission.
pumped in 16 points each for
, ','You didn't hustle," he said the Seminoles and Wayne
he told them.
Smalls addee14.
Florida State Coach Hugh
With 1:38 left in „regulation
Durham said the ,loss, which play, Williams hit from*the
with CREDITHRIFT Investment Notes
even his team's -record at 5-5, side to bring Louisville to
Prke: 100°0
came because •' we made within two points of Florida
(Available In denominations of MO or more)
.some dumb mistakes at
crucial times."
,
Louisville called • time out
repeatedly and, with 22 seconds showing
Dui- harn
3
4% is payable quarterty
/
4% to 9/
Annual interest of 73
'
changed the Seminoles' on the clock, Griffith pumped
(or monthly on Notes of $5,000 or more) or, if the
- purchaser prefers, interest is compounded nuarterly
defense throughout the second one in to send the game into
and payable at maturity only Maturities of two, five or ten.
half "to keep Louisville off the extra session.
years are available
balance but we blew our opportunities."
After regulation play ended , BASKETBALL
ATLANTA -•. Suspended
with the score tied 70-70,
Darrell Griffith, a freshman, Atlanta Braves baseball
hit two quick baskets for owner Ted Turner was named
Louisvilleand Kris Anderson majority 'Muller of the
Basketball
connected for Florida State to National
Maturity
Effective Annual Interest Rate
make the score 76-75 in favor Association Atlanta Hawks
named
li interest is corn
Of interest is pard
of the home team with 1:10 left and Mike Storen was
quarterly Of monthly). pouocksci quarterly and
general
and
president
in the overtime.
paid at maturity only)
David Thompson was fOided manager.

Now you can earn up to

N Dakota 76, Wis-Milwaukee

Texas-El Paso 83, Doane 66W Texas St 65, Okla. Baptist
63
,
FAR WEST
Idaho St 88, Cal-Bakersfield
73
' Nevada-Las Vegas 113, Colorado 91
New Mexico 79, W New Mexico 66
N Texas St 108,- San Diego St
100
Santa Clara 73, San Jose St
69
Washington St BO, Idaho 66
Wyoming 93, Adams St 67

By Mike Brandon

Griffith Scores 23 As
'Cards Struggle To Win

sa

nd

Standing On
The Firing Line

THE COURT CLOWN- Meadowlark Lemon is known for his clowning antics on the floor. Here,
Meadowlark goes up for one of his trick shots while Curley Neal watches. Meedowlerk and the
'Trotters will be in the MSU Sports Arena Thursday night.

Pittsburgh Crowned As
New National Champs

CINCINNATI (AR) - Rod' By HERSCHEL NISSENSON Georgia 27-3 in the Sugar Bowl eighth place to fifth with 638
AP Sports Writer
for a 'i2-4) record, was an points following a 41-7 Fiesta
Laver, Bjorn Borg and young
Billy Martin are scheduled-I-6----The-Steelers failed to bring- overwhelming and near- -- -Bowl rout of Wyoming. The
compete in a $22,000 indoor a football title to Pittsburgh perfect winner in The two-time champion ,Sooners,
this season but the Pitt Associated Press' national who got as high as third -Ace
tennis tournament Feb. 12.
championship poll.
early in the season, fell short
The three will play in round- Panthers did.
Barely one week after the
The Panthers received 59 of in their bid for an un-'
robin competition, then a bestof-three set competition will defending pro champion 62 first-place votes add 1,234 of precedented third consecutive be held between the two top Steelers were eliminated from..a possible 1,240 points from.a national title.
the National Football League nationwide panel of sports
round-robin scorers.
Rounding out the Top Ten
The competition will be held playoffs, the unbeaten and Writers and broadcasters. It were Ohio State, llth in the
untied University of Pitt- was their first national previous poll but a 27-10
at RiVerfront Coliseum.
LEXINGTON, Ky. I AP)- "Super!" That's Fran Curci's
Borg and laver have been sburgh Panthers were named championship in 39 years and winner over Colorado in the
reaction to Kentucky's No. 18 ranking in the finalAssociated
among international tennis' today as winners of college second- since The AP poll Orange Bowl; Texas A&M,up
dominant names for several football's national cham- originated in 1936.
Press football poll Of the 1976 season.
from 10th to seventh by
years. Martin recently was pionship.
Curci-, like most other coaches, doesn't believe any poll is
walloping Florida 37-14 in the
Pitt, which Wrapped up its Pitt, ninth in the preseason Sun Bowl; Maryland, down
named as Mate rookie player
perfectly accurate, but he is sure that the votes by sporfor
1976
by "Tennis first all-winning season in 58 poll, moved up-to third place from fourth to eighth;
tswriters across the nation are a'value to his team.
Magazine."
years Saturday by, routing by winning its opener handily Nebraska, the preseason
"It's a measure of excellence and, although everyone
against Notre Dame on the
knows it's not a hundred per cent accurate, it's a big boost to
leader, which jumped from
road 31-10. ThePanthers then
13th to ninth by downing Texas • the team," Curci said.
climbed into seeond • place
Tech 21:4 in the Aitio- • The Kentucky cosith 'discounted that a national ranking
behind Michigan on the third Bluebonnet
Bowl; , and presents any advantage in recruiting, but said it was'a "big
. weekend -of -the season and Georgia, which was fifth in the boost to the-players who are on the team now.
took over the top spot when the ‘
_Etrevious_r,atJAgs and-had-ao-- .-1!lisnew we wouldhejumping aheadoleomeasid.Sliouki be NnIveenles" wele"Pret bY outside shot at the national finishing strong,because we shut out three of our last four opPurdue 16-14 on Nov. 6.
championship until losing to ponents," Curd said.
'
. Pitt. •
---"What we did in the last four games gave our kids con- -•
Southern California, which
fidence
to let them Win,and next year this ranking will adda
By The Associated Press
won II games in a row he added.
more,".
little
The Top Twenty teams ut
including a 14-6 triumph Over
114'npset Penn State 22-6
Theeurci-coached .Kentucky te,am
The Associated Press college'Michigan in the Rose Bowl- football poll, with first-place
early in the season and put down ISU 21-7 later in the cam:
after dropping its opener to votes in parentheses, season
Compact mobile Ca Transceiver
paign; but the Wildcats'finest hours came in the closing days
Missouri 46-23,finished second 1.records and total points. Points
Modern 'price, small size, big performance, 23-channel CB
•Qt.
the year.
in the final rankings. The basedmen 20-18-16-14-12-10-9-8-7-6two-way radio features the latest technological advanCestThe Wildcats, 8-4, were impressive winners in their final
Including Phatie Lock Loop (PLL) circuitry.
Trojans received the other . 1.Pitt (59)
12-0-0 1.234
four games after losing back-toback games to Sugar Bowl enthree ,first-place ,votes and 2.S.Calif. (3)
1,118
11-14
trant Georgiaand Cotton Bowl participant Maryland.
• AF power output: 4 watts maximum • Phase Lock Loop (PLL)
1,1-1/1 points in-mot/Mg-upfrom 3.Michigan
-104-0
CircUttry synthesizes all 23 channels -XTF necessary crystals inThe Wilckats rang up their fittt shirtOat in 11 years by harr:
804
144-0
third in the final regular- 4-Houston
cluded • Vol,urner-sratiable Squelch. switchahte Automatic Noise
Vanderbilt a 14-0 licking.
ding
5.01dahoma
9-2-I
Limiter (ANL)'controls•Transmit/Modeation lipfit • Cliannei indi6:38
sea n poll.
•
6.0hio St.
cator light • Automatic maximum modulation circuit • Push-to-telk
510
12-1
The next Week, Kentucky denied Florida a share of the
dynemic mike with coiled cord ir'Jack for external sPeaker • c4e-7.Texas AdiM
48
10-2-0
Conference title by smothering the Caters 28-9.
Southeastern
an: which was_o.
N 1 8.Marylan4
Writ/a-51U" W, 2' H. SW 0 •• ".34-reswiervic--iipeaker.e--Pwwer
11-1-0 1 445
It was the leak productive scoring day of the season for •
required: 12 VDC pos. Or neg ground • rpc license required
for the first eight weeks of the 9.Nebraska
422-,
9-3-1
•
Florida.
10.Georgia
•
10-2-0
388
campaign, Slipped from
Then-the Cats shook off 12 years of frustration, and earned
-9-3-0 .
- 33.1
second to third,with847 points.
'
-12:Notre Dime
94-0 321
-a Peach Bowl bid in the process, by shutting down Tennessee
Houstan's Cinderella Cougars, /„13.Texas Tech
Service G.E. Radios We Sell
I0-2-0
276
7-0 at Knoxville. The Cats then made good on their first bowl
unranked before the season; TiTottahorna St. • 9-3-4) 190
appearance in 25 years by mashing North Carolina 21-0.
15.UC1A
---V2-1 172
jumPed,from Sixth to fourth
*fore the season began, Kentucky wasgiven little chblrice
16.C,olorado
,
11-447
-$84
95
• with 80C PointOy upending
17.Rutgers
'
s
50
1144
improving on laid Yawl2-11-1'record, espeetally ranee the
of
previously
unbeaten 111.Kentucky I .
30.
included four teams that would eventually earn
schedule
Maryland 30-21 in the Cotton 19.lowa St.
8-3-0
14
berths.
Yet the sophomore-and junior-dominated WildWWI
20.MIssissippi St.
Bowl.
9-7,0
11
managed
eight wins, wIth•tilree of their four losses - to
cats
Others
receiving
votes,
listed
Then came defending
7534586
212 E. Main
'Mississippi. State, Georgia and Maryland --coming at the .
Baylor, Florida,
champion Oklahoma, up from alphabetically
Penn suite, Wyoming.
hands of teams that joined the Cats atthefinal Top VI

Curci Elated As 'Cats
Get 18th In Grid Poll

lo years
5 years
2 years

1

Murray Appliance
Co.

•

10.11%
9.04%
7.98%

CREDITHRIFT Investment Notes.'Series A,- are being
issuedby CREDITHRIFT Financial, Inc , a holding
company whose subsidiaries are engaged primarily in
consumer finance, credit-related insurance, and casualty
insurance activities, The net proceeds from the Investment
Notes, Series A, will be used by CRECOTHRIFT to retire
certain outstanding indebtedness, and. the balance:if any.
will be-added to the general funds of GBEDITHRIFT
A copy of the Prospectus may be obtained from a

moreseniativantrFc iduastment Inc. whn
this State The representative(s) serving this area is listed
below Or,if you prefer. phone toll-free at 80O-457q74 (in
Indiana, 800-742-3784) for a copy of the Prospectus
_

PHONE TOLL-F1,

800-457-3741
(In Indiana, 800-742-3784)

4
1)
.

-

-L

9.75%
8.75%
7.75%

#71 i IC/ it

/yr,

In Murray.
Shopping Center
Ross Wilder,Suite ?
•
Photfe153-5573

A
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Estill County Schools
Cut Programs For Gas

HOURS
9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sundays
Prices Good
--- Wed.

chinches ell be Orlired C a ago
woody refixed once If is this honest
nlention of Rose's lo
Saapi•esion ourootwo
Paley at

CASES

ROSE'S STORES 4haC

2
2
3

TWO

t'14
CLOTHES

t
HAMPERS

FULL
SHEETS

96

No-iron muslin sheets or pillow
cases of cotton and celanese fortrel
polyester. Beautiful floral design in a
variety of colors. Choose twin or ful
sheets or regular pillow cases.

1 899
LOW PRICE '
ROSES

Weighs to 280 pounds . .

BATHROOM
SCALES

Choose solid or two-toned ...

Knit
Toboggans

ROSES SPECIAL PRICE
Enamel finish with
matching mat Weighs
to 280 pounds Available in white only.

97

•u!Acs 00 puo Antuog 044 04*

6to

-

Domed for added tiefigth .

Travel Consultant

41!aitzgaik

2"

SWEAT SHIRTS
Sizes 4 to 8
Long Sleeve

A seasonal grade .

GULFLUBE
MOTOR OIL

3F

399

ROSES SPECIAL-PRICE
A seasonal grade that
helps your car run
smoother One quart
cans 32-fl oz

TRAINING
PANTS
Pkg. of 3

Reg.
1.39

1 1)9

$l

0

Asst'd

RUBBERMAID
PLASTICS
/$300

:791

FINAL NET
HAIR SPRAY
ROSES 127
LOW
PRICE
Holds hair in place all day. A nonaersol spray from Clairol Net wt. 8-oz
Regular of unscented

Touch of Sweden
HAND LOTION
ROSES
SPECIAL
PRICE

2

F$1
0
R

Leaves hands soft, smooth and
younger looking too. 18-11. oz bottle.

POPULAR
CANDY BARS
F
ROSES
OSI
SPECIAL8
PRICE
R
Choose 1.2-oz. Hershey's, 1.5-oz
Mounds, 1.4-oz, Almond Joy. 1.5-oz
Baby Ruth and more_

•

Ladies ,

HANDBAGS
/ 1 Group

Ladies Flannel
Men's/Boy's Rugby
SWEATERS

FAR LAUDS TRAVEL AGEMY
II TOURS, CRUISES, HOTELS MOTELS, CAR RENTALS,
ALL YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS.
pio Charge by us.
Price some as direct.
For Inforniatioa and
Travel Literature call

BOY'S HOODED

0

500

Reduced

/0
Save Up To 3.17

GOWNS OR
PAJAMAS
1 Group Only
Reduced For
Clearance

Reduced
For
Clearance

each

When purchasing film
REMEMBER
Roses has a complete
Film Developing Service

4dio.

••••••

Take the family and Go Saving at

Take the Family and Go Saving of

Take the Family and Go Saving at

4

c •u!Aos os pup Autuci 044

ROSES SPECIAL PRICE
"Iiide-APatented
Cap" hides screws,
unsightly
etiminates
corrosion Compliments all bowls.

O.
10

anD

TOILET
SEATS

SHIRTS
Long Sleeve
1 Group Only

See Marjorie Major

Acrylic
knit
to keep
thtatan. warm
Available in solids
O( two-toned

.

lii
ila;
.a ilair
nizz
emagjal Iry
r.11,1 iir.i.virj
j

'Davis said he doubts . his school system's
_whether
plight alone will affect gas
allocations this winter.
"We're just too small," he
said. "We're at the mercy of
the powers above us. This is
something that has to be done
at the state and national
level."

80 or 90 feet by rope -ladder to
get to him.
"We got down to him,
checked him over, evaluated
him, and the only injury I
could find was a fracturedieft
leg," Maynard said."We took
a splint and strapped him on
It was a "cave call," and it the stretcher-and hoisted him
the
turned Maynard on to
up by way of rops,„
sport of exploring caverns.
"It was very difficult,
Maynard made his cave call getting him to the top and
on Sunday, descending deep trying to maneuver him
into a cavern to help rescue a through
small
those
man who'd fallen into an 100- passageways," Maynard said.
foot pit.
"Some places, we had to turn
It was the first such him up on his side."__
experience for the 39-year-old
But within an hour and a
physician but he hopes it won't half, the rescue team had
be his last.
brought Dolata to the- surface
'It' was very eliciting," said and he was rushed to a nearby
Maynard, who rsits the hospital.
emergency room alg'the
and
Maynard
WhileGreen-M1Prep rescuers worked below
Bowling
very
County HospitAl. "It's
wife, son and
ground,
interesting, and I think I'd like others waited at the opening to
trgo back-not the same way
the cave.
or under the same cir"Surprisingly, it 'was
cumstances, but I'd like to go very warm down there, but
back."
very, very interesting," said
Leo Dolata, 30, of Louisville, Maynard. "I told my wife I
was trapped for eight hours in rant to go back,to do this, but
a Hart County cave with a Ile said she's not going back
broken leg Sunday after in with me. She's excited
falling through a narrow though that I was able to go
crevice while exploring with down and help somme."
two friends, John Moos, 25, of
He said It's just nottrue that
Louisville, and Larry Royse, doctors don't make house calls
37, of Clarksville,Ind.
anymore, although before
MQOS said Dolata slid on his
Sunday, it had been quite
chest down a curved em- some time since he'd visite() a
benkment, then "flipped into .patiltnit at home.
.
-the air" air:itch-into the hote-.- „ ere are stiira,few °fins
—
_Moos talked with Dolata while who make house calls," he
Royse went to a nearby far- said."I still make a few."
rnhouse.to call for help.
Royse said Dolata was
Within two hours, rescuers, conscious just a few seconds
including Dr. Maynard, had after his fall and was able to
arrived, and began descen- describe his injuries before
ding into the hole equipped Maynard went down in the
with a propane gas lantern. "I gladly went in," Maynard
Dolata's condition was
.said in an interview • on listed as satisfactory on
Monday. "We had to descend Monday.

Whit. Noose Office bollding,
/11 Islimiiknot

a assemble. or coonoontoo

SHEETS

LOUISVILLE, Ky.
"It certainly was the most
unique house call I ever
made," 'says Dr. Larry
Maynard, whose latest house
call really wasn't a house call
at all.

753-GOGO(4646)

thaws one",
She policy of
sown
lidwwbescl aim ln
amoselabla ramoon
chine*, * not In sIoCk, %MIt WI
*sue is rein check on request thet can
be used lo *echoed II* illetcharkl.S•
ate.sale price when the march.see

a,

'House Call' To Cave
Unique For Doctor

-

Pillow Cases
or Sheets
56
PILLOW
pt<GoF

ROSE'S ADVERTISING
MERCetW4DISE POLICY

pup Anwol .344 aio

Davis said school officials
also decided to move all
basketball games from the
,vy-, gas-heated high school iiym to
the middle school gym, whitil
is heated by coal and electricity; and to close the middle
I school's separate industrial
arts building.
"We think that try these
actions we'll be able to get
through to March," said
''''llaVIT,-*WO-Siffkittfsertetteir
schools and 3,200 pupils.
Davis, reacting to a 40 per
-cent gas curtailment by
Columbia Gas Co. of
Lexington, -said Sunday he
didn't'think his school system
could make it through the
_ wibter with its present
allocations.

"Flowers in the wind"...

Central
Shopping
Center

.11!A0S 00

.

ROSES
- i.11=11

E

,
.

Harold McCracken, gas
utilization representative for
Columbia Gas, acknowledged
a "40 per cent curtailment is
hard to live with" buseid he
didn't think any school
systems would have to close
this winter.
"It's my opinion thot no
schools ill have to close
because if the problem
becomes too serious.. it's more
than likely that a pooling
arrangement will be initiated
through the state energy office," McCracken said. •
Under the pooling plan,
u.JtLt•
supplies transfer natural -gas
to those suffering shortages.
McCracken said he plans to
meet with Estill County school
officials this week to discuss
their supply situation and
review their energy saving
steps. He said one measure,
thaclosing of the central office
building, will be particularly
helpful. "
McCracken held out the slim
hope that Columbia Gas,
which serves 33 central end
eastern Kentucky counties,
.its allocations
might increase
to schools if residential and
small commercial users
conserve energy effectively
and if the weather warms up.
This is the winter we've
been fearing," McCracken
said, adding that temperatures are running 41 per
cent below normal. "This is
thikind of winter that's had us
highly concerned since the
energy curtailments started in

•=1=111M1W....MN

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API
St uden is. in one, eastern
RentuckyZnantywon't be able
-to study agriculture and
botany this winter at their
. high school's greenhouses.
Closing the greenhouses is .-ene et - :several energy
conservation measures approved by Estill County school
officials Mondayto counteract
Ad-anticipate1 natural gas
shortage this winter.
. Officials had - considered
closing schools altogether for
up to a month this winter and
making . up the lost days in
MaIy
rejected that approach - for
now.
'Although it's still a
Possibility, we're not likely to
close schools in the immediate
future," Supt.. Billy White
Davis said after meeting with
administrators and members
of the Board of Education. "It
just creates too many
problems.
"We'll continue to operate
until someone tells us there
'just isn't any more gas,"
Davis said by telephone from
.•
-

Take the Family and Go Saving at

Take the Family aid Go Saving at

ME=

Take the Family and Go Saving at
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dliarket 414 hrmiture 14 DAY SALE
PRICES GOOD FOR 14 DAYS WHILE THEY LAST
414 Special Prices On
Accessories - Lamps - Tables
REGULAR
86°°—Glass Vases & Dishes
82995—Ginger Jar Lamps
829"—All StyTe Lamps
90'5—Maple Milking Stools
rhle Tables
869°°—Singer Hall Console
529"—Bassett Wall Mirrors
87•5•to 817"=--Pictures
8179°°—Bassett Drop-leaf Cocktail Table 569°°—Pine Clock

NOW
$2.14
$14.14
$14.14
$4.14

,

$41.14
$11.14
$4 14
$114.14
$14.14

BEDROOM FURNITURE
$ 389°°-3 pc. Bassett Contemporary
Bed - Dresser - Mirror - Chest.
$ 38900-3 pc. DeSota Contemporary
Bed - Dresser - Mirror - Chest.

$28414
$284'4

81,099°°—American of Martinsville Antique Pine. Dresser - Bed Mast& Nitostand,
4
9,495°°—Bassett French
Provincial
White & Walnut Bedroom
Group - Door Chest - Triple
Dresser
599°°—Bassett Modern 3 pc. Distress
Pecan - Bed - Dresser - Chest
- Mirror
400°°—Kemp Early American 3 pc.
Cannonball Red - Chest Mirror - Dresser
$ 679°°—Bassett Early American 4 pc.
Bedroom Suit - Chest - Cannonball Bed - Dresser. Dark
Pine - Damaged
$31 4 1 4

_s_414'

$99414
414

414 Special Prices on Chairs
Recliners & Rockers
One of a Kind

FREE
Nothing to Buy
ji NT REGISTER
kl Market 414
Furniture
NO OBLIGATION

$41.4°°
CASH

REGULAR
NOW
$ 79"5—Black Colony Rocker
$44.14
5169°43—Queen Ann Wing Back Chair
$64.14
59°°—Swivel Rockers. Choice of Colors
$44.14
--429"-3-Way R.:diner,
,
"$
4114
8179°°--:-La-Z-Boy Rocker-Recliner
6414 8169°°--'---La-Z-Boy Swivel Rockers
$114.14
8184°°—Bassett Spanish Recliner
$114.14
$64.14
8129°°—Kroehler Recliner
8119°°—Bassett Recliner
' 5
744
4..114
999°°—Kroehler Wingback Chair

I.

)
1118It
t AWING

LIVING ROOM
SOFAS & SUITES

TOTAL PRIZES

'828"
TRUE STORY
A res-identi-of Paris in a Nashville
fniniture torbroviini asked for a type
of furniture. The salesmaIt told her after
learning she was front gar.is,-Said,.!!What
are you doing in Nash.'ille?- Ma4rket-414
Furniture in Paris ha% more Name Brand
Furniture than anybod and the larg
selection.
"richt..c it-or riot.

r•••

$ 549°°—"4pc.
Bassett Sofa - Loveseat
Chair - Ottoman.-3 only to sell
$ 299°°—Kroehler Sofa. 3 cushion. Hercyibn
$ 71700-3 pc. Kroehler Sofa - toveieat- Chair
399°°—Howard Sofa. Barndoor
Look
*b. • • •
s699"—Kroehler 3 pc. Suite. Sofa Chair - Ottoman. Herculon
Cover
s 299°°—Queen Sleeper Sofa. Herculon
Cover

$314'4
$114"
3114-1?
$214"
1

$414"
41414

$314'4

DININGROOM FURNITURE
8599°°—Broyhi11 8 pc. Suite. Country
Italian. Table - 6 Chairs - China
8199°°—Dolly Madison Bar. Liquor St
rage. Sliding Glass Rack
8799°° —Broyhill French 8
Suite. 6
Canebackth9ji1‹ Table - China - Distresitherry
5399°°—Br;ettTable w/leaf, 40"x72"
High Back Upholstered
Chairs
$199°°—Howell 5 pc. Table 36"x60"
4 Yellow Benfwood Caneback
-Chairs. A Beauty
8 399°°—Bassett 61" Lighted China.
Glass Shelves

4"
$114'4
$414'4
$21414
$114'4
$214"

ALL DECORATOR
11/1JR*0RS

en
700°4

329'-15 cu. It. Chest Freezer

OFF

23 CHANNEL
C-.13. RADIOS
$4414

in Sets of 3

14% off
819900—Bunk Beds Complete
$ 289'3—Gun Cabinets. 10 Guns
$ 139°°-1776 All Wood Rockers
$ 69°°—'-3 pc. Lawn Set
$ 22'5 —Bathroom Wrought Iron Chairs .
$ 79'5—Chest9 Drawers,.

CHANDELIERS &
KITCHEN LIGHTS
$414

FREE

$414"
2nd DRAWING

-

$144.14
$144.14_
$114.14
..$34.14
, $14.14

YOUR CHOICE
OF
FINE FURNITURE
TOTA-i, PRIZES

$828" -

FREE DLIVERY

$214"
'35900-12 cu. ft. 2 Door - No frost
$21414
Refrigerator -Freezer
•

Full Lirix Kelrinator .4pp/in/tees
U jib.Special Prices
14
$214
'349°°—Tappan Elec. 30" Range
124°°—Quasar 14"T.V.59414

SLIGHT

Nothing to Buy

LIVINGROOM TABLES

APPLIANCES & T.V.'S

NNe %kb to thank

ALI, of our customers

and friends for the most successful N ear we
have ever had. We are deeply great ml to
you all. To those people that 1i/1NC uieer
been inside ourstore We invite volt to conic
in. Register tor the 2 dravvings of 8 11
each.
Browse around and examine the fine
quality furniture v‘c ca-rrv
will be pleased %, lilt %bat Non s.,er. Our
building is not fata( a ome *tore*. 1)111 oar
friends %ho knoNA ti %ill ten N oil s e Ii(1% e a
lot to offer.

,Itarket 4ArAit 9umitureParis. Tenn.

11 1 N. Nlarket St.

-The .Store with
'.`,1ityvorte (kyr .5.8-!)ick-

14 roe Delirerv —
• tcay
Terms Arranged
TerrN ts,
SN ke... Mgr.
ImonsmonamP

''t•••••—
...4141rOrmaildsoftimpliM6mmeftwas.
-

11

'ar
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Erroll Garner
Services Set
In Pittsburgh

THINK OF THIS....
•

You Can Save About,

011:1

IS.ANGELE8 (Ali) —
Jazz pianist Erroll Louis
'
,•Garter, whb performed it
2. Notice
t•— --Eicrisegie Hall -asid-susit-inteniational acclaim'though he
never learned to read music,
has died of a heart attack at
53.
Effective January 4,
Garber, who died Sunday en
1977 a rite Increase
1-bute to Cedars Sinai Medical
of 25 cents on all serCenter here, had been
vices rendered,
seriously ill With-emphysema for several years and had been
Downtowner
discharged fisism
—W-Noipitid Barber
near his home just Jest
Shop
Wednesday.
His body was-to be Gown to
Bill Riley
his native. Pittsburgh, for
• ,
,,
. burial.
His best-known composition
was "Misty," which lie -1EICERCISL
- Call 753-012
1956
added
ree.ded
Johnny
latetrh b
by
- the song became a hit for
singers Johnny Mathis and
We at
Sara Vaughan and was
Wilson Realty
featured th-the Clint Eastwood
wish to
film,"Play Misty for Me." • ..
,,.. Garner also wrote sUch hits
Thar* You,
as "Dreamy,' "Gaslight,"
our friends,
"Solitaire" and 'That's My-for the
Kick." His' most famous
- -_-albuni-eliaul-Tancerts. lay
$2,000,000

$839.28 4-Year

Notice

Plus

Sea."
Born in 1923, Garner began
playing the piano-at age 3
when he siarinly-- stood and
-reached .up to the keys. He
• could memorize any piece at
one sitting and resisted efforts
to teach him to read music.Garner's late father,
- Ernest, played the trombone,
mandolin _yid piano as a
•
hobby. Thrte of Garner's five
brothers and sisters are
amateur musicians,- and a •
professional
fourth is
arranger:' •.. •
-Garner began, appearing
regularly on station KL1KAU
Pittsburgh at age 7 with a
group called the Cindy Kids.
By age II, he was substituting
Tor pàiiists in XlIetieffy
riverboats.
-lie began playing with local
groups in 1937 and -went to
New York in 1944, where he
took engagements at small
clubs-. He -worked with the
Slam Stewart trio, then for• Med a trio of his own -and
appeared in the Paris Jazz
Festival in 19s8. French
critics-called him "the man
with 40,fing.ers."
He performed with the
Cincinnati • Symphony
Orchestra „in,1957 and,, made
-return appearances with that
organization four times. In
1959, he made his debut at
CarriegiellalfirrNew York.
darner's work brought him
international -awards. He
• received the French Pzx'
Disque for jazz recording in
Pant in 1957 and the same
year was chosen best pianist
by the International Jazz
s'
Critics Poll of Downbeat-Magazine.
He performed with the
National Symphony Orchestra
in Washington, D.C., during
the 1974-1975 seas-Tifillia-afest
album, "Magician,-" was
issued-in 1974-75.

YE I
Post
Gene
who!
Used
toys,
lathy
take

STiR
buy,

607 :
2575.

sizi
-- 560i
6001'
Alb
13781'
C7811
F7811
f7k1
678,1
N78x1
--678x1
-H7811

4.

•

Beat the rising cost
ofliving by rising
newspaper-coupons.
Ati.alerage week of newspaper coupons is

about 816.14, this .amount for 52 weeks is
8839.28.
And remember 'other specials without
coupons represent a great- sa
-vings. Subsciihe

In Real
Estate Sales
During 1976

Aim

Al Er

WHAT WE DO best LS
care. Need*,7,53-6333.
coLoR PORTRAITS„.,
bring us yours for extra
size into any siie.
-Wallets low as 24cents,8
te $2.40. Fast service
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
J04,Luse our -rear en-__
trance.

THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES ss -

New Morehead
President On
Job Monday •

E&FArirAwaroArdro_

fire
Police
Rescue

.

—
g
a

'
,84
'
.t1=2:eLar88:F.11114818.—%*.r."...Aveliiiialhairealnimeameadmia~NallikommataamoiirosaMsa

out de
firl4A0

ECOI

clean!

753-9332

*until
9
Homan Society•

1533131

4

1513994
Comprehensive
1534621
Care
Poison Control . 153-1588
Senior Citizens -. . ,753-0919
153-NEED
Needline
learn to Read. . . 753-2788

-Social Concerns
towline-rein-a

I

111
WE
expi
appi
man
give
and 1
for
Deco
trail
Wee
Braj

The Ledger &
Times

Check
Your
'AtJ

WOE
spar
Per
velo
plus
addi

Ten
P.

NEE

WOr

Louis Jaeques—blignerre, inventor of the \claguerreorpe,
• begtn his career• as a scene
painter for the opera.

EFFE
cioani

7534952

lanitulanct

Advertisers
are.
requested to check.thy
first insertion of ads for
correctJon ' This
newspaper will be
for -may
responstbfe'
one incorrect insertion
ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED,IMMEDIATELY SO, PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY.
AND NOTIFY US PROM- •
PTLY IN CASE oF AN
ERROR

--

Be Informed
Read The Murray-Ledger &jiffies

EASI

38p5
house

OPE

while being- flexible and
adaptable in any situation."
Norfleerlioted that this was
his first day on tile job and
. said he 'would concentrate on
getting the spring semester
under way iffolltien turn his:
attention to preparing the
annuareglating budget.
"I see- no administrative
-changes In the immediate
fliture," he -said. "We have
o.utstandia
young
adininiattators at Morehead. I
know we can work together in
a-team effort."
lie said Morehead will be ri
comprehensive regional
university, serving Eastern
Kentucky. and the Com••
, moaweallh. •
frorfleet, .46, Succeeds Dr.
Adron,Doran, who had been
president since '',1954.- Doran
retired Dec.31.

• a7

I

N..'
clean

• 75i-I-441
753-1621

going to-work (or continuity in
our programs and policies

THE
"b- MURRAY
LEDGER & TIMES

REI

If.Yee
'Need Them:

MOREHEAD, Ky. (AP) —
Dr. Morris Norfleet -new
president of Morehead State
University, says he wilLstriyag,for "continuity, adaptability
and flexibility" -in -his MP-ministration.
•
Norfleet told a news conference Moriday that "we are

and realize 'the great savings each week.
Newspaper shopping is a sure way to save.

free
S Sti
4343

HAIRCUT $1.00, Shave,
$.75, at Hornbuckle
Barber Shop,209 Walnut
Street. . MondayThursday 7:30-11:30;
Friday 8c Saturday 730-330. Appointment--at
ifueeded753hOme• Call
3685.

-

to...

NOTII
ugly
yard
shut
we a

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES ,
All display .ads,
classified • displays
and regular display,
must' be submitted
by' 12 noon, the day
-"fore pnblicatiOn.
-All k reader
clatsalids must be
submitted by 12 noon
the day before
publication.
411.111..M.IMMIMMINIOAMMIIMa

$89.
full
Car
. to d
M.
Ave

_

.
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2. Notice

6. Help Wanted

CLEANINGEST
CARPET cleaner you ever
used. So easy too. Get
Blue Lustre. Rent
eleetric- shampooer. Big
K, Bel Aire Shoppipg
Center.
SALE + C,HAINSAW
chains, 4ii" or 404 pitch.
Enotigh. for 12" bar,
$1.95. 16" bar, $9.95. 20"
bar", _910.95, Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tenn.
16 Home Furnishings

Alms, Ky.

TWO END TABLES, one
oval coffee table, and
one maple dining
Call 753-3371.
1 7 VaLuum Cleaners

Pail

Pail

WANTED: - B4 Auto
Salvage. Junked and
wrecked cars needed.
Call 527-1315 or 474-8854.

753-2720

Al Time Goorowtood

WANT TO BUY one acre

NOTICE-DO YOU have
ugly stumps in your
yard? Let us mulch your
stumps. No mess! When
we
rou es are over. or a
free estimate call K and
S Stump Removal, 4354343 or 753-9490.

RENT RINSENVAC
tee ettier “de-Ilieerselt" NNW
deans comb as ...

or less of lahd. Phone
437-431.
COINS AMERICAN and
foreign. Also old gold.
FUR, Red Fox, $45:00.
Grey
fox,
$30.00.
Muskrat, $5.00. Mink
$17.00. Raccoon $15.00.
Deck Antiques. 1725
Parirview, Hopkinsville,
Ky. 502-886-3438.
WANTED SECRETARIAL
desk
with return. In good to
excellent condition. Call
753-9772-days.

EASILYal pound pcatable powerhouse does all the work

EFFECTIVELY-

ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760
day or night.
KIRBY VACUUM Sales
aol, Service, 500 Maple
SVeet. New and rebuilt
vacuums. Call 753-0359.
24 Hour answering
service.
19 Farm Equipment
BINS, a
steel
grain dryee, a-7i
building, grain cleaner
--or new-spray equipment
spring. Agrifor
Products has them. Call
753-2958.
MASSEY
300
FERGUSON combine
corn head and grain
table. Call 753-1775.

14tr INTERNATIONAL
1970 model tractor with
farm equipment in-US-ED-PIANO
;
-neme---elading-tobneee-setter
Call 753-6462.
brand. Good condition.
Prefer small model.
Good
used adding
FOR ALL YOUR fencing
machine. Both
needs. Call AAA Fence
reasonably priced. Call
Supply Co., 1-444-6865,
- 753-3672. ,
Paducah,Ky.

cleans, rinses and vacuums
out deep down VI and
prone m a smoke sweep

ECONOMICALLYcleans the way

GOOD USED electric
typewriter. Call 762-2796
days, 753-9339 evenings.

Root for only $12.00 a day

8.1-Air Decor Store
Bel-Ak GM*, 70-3642

20 Sports Equipment
HUFFY 10 speed bike.
Call 436-5482.

15 Articles For Sale
WE WOULD LIKE to
express our deepest
appreciation to the
many people who have
given donations to Us
and to the Rescue Squad
for helping __us on
December 17 when our
trailer burned. Thanks
to everyone. The Kanith
Bray Family.
6. Help Wanted

wain(

AT HOME in
spare time earn $250.00
per 1000 stuffing envelopes. Send 25 cents
plus stamped, selfaddressed envelope to:
Terry Lane Enterprises,
P. O. Box 289, Hobart,
Indraiii 46342.

NEED A BABY sitter in
my home. Call 753-5947.
OPENING - 4 ladies to
work part or full time.
$89.00 pert time, $189.00
full time, each a week.
Car necessary. Not door
to door selling. Write to
M. Bucy, 1600 Dodson
Avenue, Murray, Ky.

ROBERTS REALTY yourleader
siaes tor
1976 needs your listings.
Call 753-1651, if you are
interested in selling,
your property.

THIRTY THREE 4 x 8
Sheets white pan;ling.
1145. Broyhill' Chinacabinet buffet, table and
six chairs. 2275. Call 7538821.

r

$28.00
l78.15 $29.00
TNWEATTS
TIRE
CENTER

46. Homes For Sale

15 Articles For Sale

YE
OLD
Gne
L
AD m
erchan
Horse
dage WANTED DEPENtrading
Post .. and
Auction. - DABLE lady to do
- housework 3 days a
wholesale and retail.
week.
Would
be
Used furniture, antique
responsible of 2 year old
toys, throw rims, throw
boy some of the time.
pillows, consigrunents
Must have own trantaken) _Flea market
sportation. Call 435-4500.
44a-cif- available. We
buy, sell or horsetrade,
10 Business Opportuni'.y
607 South 4th. Call 436.
2575.
BURT UP
ROOFING
Special Nam.
,
Repair work, new conProodom Oloollty
:fro ct i o a
and
4 My Pairastor
reroofing. Approved
"Illootida"
by major roofing
Maid-S...Ikea
manufacturers. Conte.11011Tt
FM.EX.
et Vs loin for
TAX
economical prices and
56005 $10.00
NI
qindity wOrk.
600112 $16.00 ,
.Call
'
Pad
4711z13 $17.00
lOopp Rooging
Co., Inc.
813113 $17.00
pal
Mayfield,losetiocky .
a8i13 $17.00
118i14 $18.00
14 Want To Buy
F78111 $19.00
pew
Pao
678.14 $20.00
NEED BURLEY Tobacco
pounds for this year,
1178x14 $22.00
Pod
671115 $20.00
ha -* 1976. Will give 20 tents.
Call 489-2126 or 435-4263.
-8711115

,

_

FIREWOOD $14-$16 a
rick.-Call 436-5664.
AVAILABLE NOW.
Urethane foam. All
sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue. 753-6767.
PENTA TREATED
lumber 1" and 2"
dimensional stock, Also
{reated poles 8' through
20'. Murrair Lumber
Compan`Y, 104 Maple,
Murray:
FIREWOOD $15 a rick.
Call 436-2149 after 6 p.
m. or 498-8370.
FIREWOOD FOR-sale.
$12.00 a load delivered.
Call 753-6848.
CIRCLE COUCH, tables,
chairs, chest, desk,twin
beds, also clarinet. Call
753-2259 or 753-8311, Mrso
Billy Roberts.
WOOD FOR SALE. Call
437-4620.

FEL DEALER wishes to
sell New Browning A-5,
12 guage, vent rib, 26
inch improved cylinder.
$315, including sales tax.
Terms: Cash. Call 753:
9213.
22, Musical
LOWERY ORGANS.
Storey and Clark piano.
Special sale. Reed
Music, Road 58 between
Benton-Mayfield, turn
at Harvey. Call 527-8955.
CONRAD'S PIANOS Organs, Kimball and
,Baldwin, Lowery - Story
and Clark. Largest
selection in Western
Kentucky, 753-1424,
Olympic Plaza, Murray,
Kyr
24,Miscellaneous
CUSTOM MATTRESS
made any size for antique beds or campers.
Buy direct' and save on
all
mattresses,Healthopedic or foam.
WEST KY.MATTRESS,
1136 South 3rd, Paducah,
Phone 1443-7323.

PAINTING
ResideAtiol-Commerciol- Interior-Exterior -Spray-Brush-Roll
In Shop, Sproyingof Yard furniture - Shutters -Etc.

Parking Lot Striping
We Are Fully Insurer&
No Job Too Large or Too Small

THREE
BEDROOM
HOME at a,. very
•reasonable price, just
listed.',-Tliis home is
conv_eniently located
close to she-wing,has an
extra lot, and has
recently
been
redecorated inside and
out. Phone the folks at
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222 tor more in, formation' on ,this. well-.
constructed
home.
UNDER
PRICED
$20,000.

CONLAKELAND
STKUC4ION backhoe
work in Baywood,
Panorama Shores area.,
White rock _delivered
anywhere.'tall Ross,'
436-2505.

-

-...
-t'N'
.........
,
.
n*,
......h.K ViS"

- -

753-0957 after 4 p. m.

Dial 753-0839 or 753-5287

APARTMENT FURNISHED or unfurnished
in brIck duplex. Stove,
and water ,furnished.
Apply at 213' Elm. Call
436-2610 or 1-898-3216.

406 Sunbury Circle, Murray

1963 FORD PICKUP
truck for sale. Call 4N-

PAINTING interior and
exterior. Texture ceiling. _
and sheetrock finishing.
Call Ralph Worley; 7530708.
o

.

FREE ESTIMATES

CARLOS BLACK JR.
PAINTING CO. -

1964 CHEVELUE
MALIBU. Good transportation. $300. Call
489-2284 or 474-2245 after
6.

1 Services Offered

BY OWNER -3 bedroom
brick home. Just been 1968 102 TON PICKUP.
decorated. 1702 College
Straight -shift. Over
• Farm Road or call.,753- • drive. V-82- Power
5287.
steeriNg and power
brakes. $850. Call 753SEVEN ROOM brick
2290.
DOZER WORK - thall
-house, 6 acres ground, 2
size ideal for leveling,
19119
SKYLARK
tobacco barns. Three
spreading backfilling.
automatic, air, power,
acres dark fired tobacco
Call 353-7370 or 753-7570.
lots of extras-.'Call 435-base under woven wire
4288 -,er inquire at
fence. Call 7534,462:
ENERAL BACKHOE
Ftivieri Courts. -----------------work
"MY WIFE,WANTS HER 10 13E A
white gravel,
Two
OWNER:
BY
CABINET MENE5ERI I WANT HER TO
bank gravel. Call 4361972
'CHEVROLET
Ini
house,
WOMAN,
0
brick
bedrpom
BE A 'NETWORK ANCHOR
2306.
Nina, good condition,
fireplace, garage,
50,000 miles. $1515.00.
storagt..huilding, large
'24 II.
i,scellar,,3u.,
32 Apartments For Rent
IMMEDIATE
FOR A FREE estimate
Call 767-4793.
Shady-4ot. $25,500. Call
POSSESSION on this 3
on all stump removal.
t
753-5818.
RENT: large two
bedroom,2 bath home at
Contact K and S 4tump
FRUIT TREES,- apple, FOR
1963 FORD customized
apartment.
location - 47.Motorcycles
convenient
Removal, 435-4343 or ,
peach, pear and plum. ' bedroom
van, mag wheels, 8
Range and refrigerator
close, to shopping areas
753-9490.
Standards and dwarfs.
track stereo. Must see to
furaished. Faculty
30. IN. HIGH trail mini
on quiet residential
Shirley Garden Center
appreciate. Call 492Apahments, 16th arid
bike. Great Christmas
street. Attractive landCUSTOM HAY bailing
has all your favorites,
753-4342
8441.
Call
Valentine.
Gift.
Good
price.
large
Call
scaping
KM
a
and custom combining.
SOON. 4th. Ca11153-8944,_
8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
753-7327.
workshop make this a
Call 753-8090.
very desirable home to
26. TV-Radio
NICE FULLY FUR"own. Call any of our five
YAMAHA MINI Enduro.
INSULATION BLOWN in
16' TRAILER, camper.
one bedroom
sales personnel
NISHED
full-time
Motorcycle, trailer. 1975
by Sears save_on these
CB RADIO, Regency,
753-4954.
Call
Sleeps-six.
apartment on N. 18th.
for more information on
Honda 550 four with
high heat and cooling
Range-Gain II, CB base
p.
Call 435-4378 after 5
this fine home. Priced in
windjammer. Call 753bills. gall Doug Taylor
tube type with Turner
51. Services Offered
111.
mid 30's. KOPPERUD
2226.
at 753-2310 for free
plus 2. Pow& desk mike,REALTY, 753-12227
estimates.
$125. Call-753-4079 after 5
WIlsl. DO inside or outNICE FURNISHED 2
49. Used Cars & Trucks
p. m.
side painting and small
bedroom duplex.. KitTREE TRIMMING and
carpentry work. Phone
COZY' COMFORT is the
chen has built-ins.
27. Mobile Home Sales
1974 V. W. Super Beetle,
removal
. : Ten years
_
527-9959.
•50
word for this attractive
Convenient location.
experience. Call after 5,
Call
miles.
$179°.
'uuu
three bedroom brick
Available immediately.
FOR SALE-TRAILER
'753-3185.
436-2294. ,
-veneer--home.on wooded
;j
FIREWOOD: CUT to
with
1isjjn
$150 month. CaU 753-3493
"-''''''''"'------4.iyrtftgrsir --irtt--rtew...---,__-,..•
'
'
""-Irtg-Sirfir'"----"Terfmrle""resnovew
kedroom a C ell All
1968 . OLDS DELTA 88.. , fences. Will deliver.
ROY HARMON'S CarCall
_. Subdivision__City water
•
•
under one-roof. Two air
_ Four door white, new
all
penter _
baths,
2
d
,
901-247-5569.
evenings
conditioners-. Locatecion
MURRAY
MANOR
radial tires, 2 owner ear,
Professionals. Building,
built-ins in kitchen,
2 lots on Sunset Court In
__APARTMENTS. All:
extra clean. $625.00. Call
remodeling, repairing.
. ral--heat and air,
GLASS REPAIR WORK
Pine bluff Shores. Price
Stove,
el e ctr ic.
436-2427,
.
Call
753-4124, South 4th
_
,...
garagew
car
patio,
2
.
,for storm wtridows and
-$5,800.
Terms
refrigerator, and water
Street, next to Drive-In
rte:
door's.
Window
glass,
Available. Call 753-1449
furnished. One and two
Theatre.
driveway. New and 1961-01BYSLER -4 door,
mirrors, and,auto glass
bedroom apartments.
white, new tires, one
ready for someone to
replacement.
M
and
G
Available now.,cap 753owner, extra good. $550TILE -_ TILE - TILE.
_ move right in. You will
12 x 70 1974 NEW MOON.
. Complete Glass,
436-2427.
c1
up-to-thethe
Complete patio and
love
Two bedrooms, 1 and a/4
Dixieland
Shopping
appointments.
minute
porches, brick and tile, ,
'
baths; all electric. Call
Center,
7534180.
•
In
33 Rooms
Rent
showers, 'entrance,
Do come and -see for 1974 DODGE VAN, ex7534548 after 5 p. m.
cellent condition. Will
kitchens. Call J. R.
yourself. GUY SPANN
ROOMS FOR RENT in
ELECTROLUX SALES
trade for Datsen pickup.
90.1'
REALTY,
Hamilton, 753-8500.
436Call
country.
the
1974 ATLANTIC on 1 acre
Tony
Call
-iervice.
and
Call 753-8538.
Sycamore,733-7724.
2510.
lo(,-in front 'of East
Montgomery.753-6760.
DRIVEWAYS WHITE
Elementary School. Call
day or night.
' CONVERTIBLE _ 1989 ._
34. Houses For Rent
rocked and graded. Free
753-173.
Pontiac Custom S. O. EL
TWO ACRES OF -land
estimates. Call Clifford
cylinder
automatic,
C.
6
blacktop
BASEMENT?
We'
east of Almo on
WET
TWO BEDROOM BRICK
29.Mobile Home Rentals
Garrison 753-5429. ,
•
a steal at $750. Also. Tmake wet basements
- road- Call 753-4418. - -:house
in
New
each
1955,
Birds,
one
TRAILER FOR RENT.
Providence Community.
19S6, 1-957.- Best'in• -guaranteed.
ick coCall
ciry
FENCE SALES AT
Inquire Dill Electric
Large yard and garden
FOR
RENT
OR
SALE:
8
vestment around. See
write Morgan ConSEARS now. Call_ Doug
located Murray Drive In
area. Call 492-8594.
Bob Cook at Hazel.
„room house, 3 bedroom,
struction Co., Route 2,
Taylor at 753-2340 for
Theatre entrance, or
central heat and air, 4 _
Box 409 A Paducah, Ky
free estimates for your
call 753-9104, nights 753needs.
42001. Phone day or
THREE
BEDROOM '.miles from Murraf Ori
1551.
1973 GRAND PRIX, 1969
641. Call 753-5618,
night 442-7026.
unfurnished hue, no
Toronado. Call 436-2471.
GUTTERINGBY
pets._ Call 753-58911.
-MOBILE • HOMES and
Glover
FAINT?
Let
WHAT
SEARS,
Sears
seamless
mobile home spaces for,
1976 GMC 34 ton, heavy
put
Wilson
and
gutters installed per
A GOOD inexpensive one
rent, at Riviera Courts.- 36 For Rent Or Lease
duty springs„and tires,
aluminum siding and
your specifications. Call
bedroom home located
Call 763-3280.
8,000 miles. Perfect
trim on your house. Also
Doug_ Taylor at 753:2310
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
on Ky 121 at Coldwater.
condition. $3,950. Call
awnings and carports.
for free estimates.
retail store building on
TWO'BEDROOM 10 x 50
water.
Community
753-4716.square
Call 753-1873.
south side court
all electric. $90 per
system. House is on nice
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft7
month. Call 489-2595.
level lot that could be
1966 -.CHEVADLE-T 1401HLE HOME anchors, - UPHOLSTERING'
Call Dal Boyd, 1-247used for a future
custom-and specializing
pickup truck. Good
2833.
underpinning, _business location. -John
TWO
antiques. Call 753BEDROOM
in
condition.
mechanical
aluminum awning, and
C. Neubauer, Realtor,'
TRAILER,12 x 60, extra
9493. "
price.
Call
Reasonable
FOR RENT, LEASE OW
roofs sealed. 'Call
Street,
Main
505
clean. Five miles from
753-2732.
SALE -• Green Body ,_. Murray, 753-0101 or call
n '753-1873, Jack
Murray on private lot.
ELECTRICAL REPAIR
Shop on 121 South. Call
Brice IFtatterree at 753Couple preferred. Lail
of electric heat, air
436-5560.
II,
Local
MUSTANG
1974
5921,
753-4661.
condition, appliances,
extra
ELECTRICIAN. Trouble
---car--low mileage,
water pumps, water
shooting, specialty. Call
sharp. Call 753-0410,
FOR RENT - storage or
TWO BEDROOM all
heaters and wiring. 30
Sandy
Harmon,
3
753-4484.
REALLY
NEAT
warehouse 1600 sq. ft.
electric mobile homeYears experience. Call
1966 CHEVELLE wagon.
•
bedroom brick and 2
Call 753-4857 days, 753Water and garbage
436-5676.
engine."
p.
Coldwater.
300
h.
near
327
acres
7244 nights
A?
ELECTRICAL WIRING
pickup furnished. $50
Gas and electric heat,
Good tires. Body in fair
home and industrial, air
deposit, $125 per month.
NEED TREES cut,
condition. $150. Can be
fenced backyard, nice
conditioning,
and
FOR LEASE - Building,
Call 753-2377.
firewood, land clearing,'
hardwood floors. New
seen at 306 South 3rd or
refrigeration,
plumbing
20 x Non 305 N. 4th. Call
.carpenter work or light
call 753-7506.
well pump and recently
and +eating. Call 474753-5881.
31 Want To Rent
hauling. Call 753-4707.
cleaned septic tank. Call
JI841 or 753-7203.
753-8080 ortntre by 105- • -1959 --GRANO -PRIV,"
Livestock
Supplies
37.
HOUSE, -Tfr- acres
loaded. Call 753-5566N. 12th, BOYD MAJORS
LICENSED ELECtobacco, dark ,fired or
CARPET CLEANING
REAL ESTATE
SPRINGING
FOUR
_TRICIAN prompt efBarley and barn.'Call
experienced,
very
1965. BUICK, good shape.
Gernsey and
Two
cows.
ficient
service.
NO
job
, 436-2641. References
reasonable
rates,
753or
753-6072
Call
$200.
one Brown Swiss, one
too small. Call Ernest
furnished.
references,
free .
black Holstein. Call- 435- FOR ALL YOUR in-- -5159.
White,753-0605.
estimates. Quick drying.
surance
or
real
estate
'
489-2525.
4339 or
Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
needs. Call . Wilson
197-2 DODGE Colt, 4 cyl.
LAND SUITED FOR crop
FOR YOUR SEPTIC
Insurance and Real
automatic, 2 dr. h.t.,
productio_o conventional
TANK and backhoe
HAVING TROUBLE
Estate, 753-3263. Across
or no-till, Experienced
THREE REGISTERED
solid yellow with new
work needs call John
getting Chose "small
from Post Office.
tires. $1050.00. Phone
farmers
polled lier.d.Ord... bulls.
with
the
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
plumbing jobs done'
354-6217.
Also 6' bashog. Call 436equipment for timely,
436-2586.
Then-call 753-6614,
46, Homes For Sale
5818.
planting and harvesting.
1966 SCOUT, 4 cyl.
Storage and drying
SAVE
facilities to avoid
12 HAMPSHIRE pigs, 10 COUNTRY HOME - 4 , straight stick, good
good.
-runs
body
and
NOW
moisture dock. Tertns
weeks old $20.00 each.
2.
on
brick
bedroom
$450.00. Pho-rie 354-6217.
inegotiable. Call 753-4003
FREE
Call Clay Darnell, 489wooded acres. $31,900.
izir 753-5107.
20 MILE
2113. -;.;
ii
Call 753-5747.
DELIVERY
1968 CUTLASS S. ExSupplies
38,Pet2
on
HOUSE
ROOM
SIX
cellent condition. 14,000
WANT TO RENT corn
$425.00 yr; %mired, moody ti-ow.. Only i fen buiWings.
miles on motor. Must
and bean ground for 1977 ARC REGISTERED -acres located hi AliTie.
amines site's, left in stock et Old prices Bey Hoe Nest for
night
753-7494,
Phone
Call
see to appreciate.
season. Call 354-6644
white German Shepherd
CUSTOM BUILT KHAKI BUILDINGS 753-0054
753-7263.,
753-9378 or
753-8267.
after 5 p.m. or-753-1440. litippies. Call 753-6412 or
32 Apartments For Rent

1

FOUR BEDROOM 2 story
colonial under construction Deluxe home
with all the extras. Buy
now and -pick your
• carpet and wall paper.
For further information
call-75/
3
43903.

49. Used Cars & Trucks

ONE BEDROOM duplex
apartment,gas heat, air
condition. Fully cartpeted. Call 753-2732.

BY OWNER- 3 bedroom
home with large living
with
den
room,
ARC GERMAN SHORT
fireplace, 1 42 bath,
haired Pointers. Shots
carpeted, wall pager,
and twormed. Excellent
for water fowl or upland
air condition and wall
heat. Call 753-7504 after
game. $40 to $50. Call 1354-8776.
,
4;30p.m.
• ".
BY OWNEit -2 bedroom
FOR SALE registered
brick, fireplace, garage,
Walker -Hound Dogs. 10
months old, have started - •palio, large shaded lot.
$25,500. Call 753-5818.
hunting. Phone 436-5650.

1969 CHEVELLE SS, 3%,
4 speed, headers, rocket
wheels, F-70 smd N-50
tires. Call 7534487.
1971 CAMARO Super
Sport. Call 1-362-4596.
1968 CORVETTE, 4
speed, silver metal
flake. Two tops. $3500.
Call after 6 p.m. 7534469.

NOTICE
THE PROPERTY ASSESSMENT BOOKS
WILL BE OPEN JANUARY 3, 1977, FOR
LISTING PROPERTY FOR COUNTY AND
STATE PROPERTY TAXES THE BOOKS
WILL REMAIN OPEN THROUGH MAR
CH 1, 1977
Charles E. Malt
Property Vallitieh Adm.
Calloway Comity
•

-

'
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Deathsland Funerals
Mrs. King Dies At Murray Woman Dies James 011ie Snow
The Local Hospital; At Hospital; Rites Dies Monday With
Services Tomorrow To Be Wednesday Funeral Wednesday

Controversy Over Pesticides
Carter Making Public
His 'Code Of Ettics'N May Be Of Benefit To Public

Even so, Waters said, "The pesticides also will be
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)—
The natianwide controversy compounds have been put- required to hold state licenses,
:•-•- PLAINS, Ga. (AP) — designed to isolate his over pesticides may benefit through a much more in- and will have to keep records
President-elect Carter is family's holdings from the public, by making people • tensive program than any to show they sell only to stateJames 011ie Snow of
- Mrs. Anna Belle King of 406 ' Mrs. Brottnie Armstrong of
making public a code of ethics government decisions that more aware of the dangers of Jiate could put them certified pesticide users.
North Fifth Street, -Murray, 618 Ellis Drive, Murray, died Mayfield Route Seven, for top government officials might affect their value,
, And after October, even
bug poisons, a kentlicky of- through."
farmers and homeowners who
died Monday at 6:50 p. m. at Monday at 1155 a. m. at the Coldwater Community, died and disclosing his plans for 'Carter has told rtiborters-^ficial predicts.
Of
the
33,000
pesticides
the Murray-Calloway County Murray-Caileway County Mondarat twelve noon at the dealing with his own financial that the ethical guidelines will ,, But recent cb,arges of.- registered by the EPA for sale want to apply restricted-use
Hospital. Her sudden death Hospital. She was 77 years of Murray-Calloway County holdings to avoid conflicts of reqtfire each top official to
chaos" in the federal and use in the United States, pesticides to their own fields
years of
write him a letter pledging pesticide program won't he said, Kentucky has ap- or gardens will have to be
-'occurred at the age ,of 67. . age and the wife of Elon 0. Hospital. He was 75
interest.
The Murray woman was the Armstrong who died-August 3, age.
Carter has said the ethics that they will serve their full reduce . state reliance on proved about 4,50)—"most of - licensed, Waters said.
The Calloway County man
,
He said 3,000 Kentuckians
wife,of James--P. King who 1942.
code
is "very strict" and will appointed terms and will not, federal _testing, according to the major compounds."
The Murray 'woman was a was a retired farmer and a require Cabinet
once those terms end, move Frederick Waters, pesticides
already have been trained for
died November 26, 1975, and
He
said
the
state
rejects
members
and
..`private.
was a member of the First member of the Grac'e Baptist member of the Mormon other key governinent±of. inunediatelY_ from grhiperviser in the state Bureau many because they en 'Id be these liceripes in '
Baptist Church. She wAg bern . Church. 13prn, Feprilary 16, Church.- Born Stember-15, ficials to divest themselves of ment into private employment of Natural Resources
harmful if Used in Kentucky's applicator" classes given by.
April 10, 1909, in Dyer-Col-My, 1899, in Callo*ay CO1Nty, she 1901,in Graves County, he was holdings that could pose a with firms doing business with
Waters said Monday that climate or on rentueityts_county farm agents, Ind tie
expects 50,000,to receive the
Tenn., and was the 'daughter was, the daughter of the late the 'son of,the late Lou Snow conflict of interest. In ad- their former government Kentucky and other states crops. 'ii
agencies.
of the late A. 0. Robinson and Kelly Jones and Nola French and Nettie Gupton Snow.
said the state's training by March 1.
Waters
But
dition,
he
has
said_
he
will
depend
federal
on•
theMr. Sno4f is survived by his
Jones.- '- -''We feel kind of proud of our
Carrie Stewart Robinson.
require that each appointee Carter first promised to __government to determine main job is to make sure the
Mrs. Armstrong is survived wife, Mrs,,s...5annie Darnell submit a detailed statement
ethics
_the
'
make
guidelines
Waters said, but he .
Mrs. King issurvived by two
Prograin,';
which pesticides should be chemicals that are approved
of
public on Dec. 211, but his press allowedauthemarket •
. sons, Gene KO, 406 North by one daughter, Mrs. Artell Snow, to whom he was his net worth..
are used =redly__ , ., .,, ,_ . pointed_ out that general-u_se . ,..,,
.
.
.
1927:•
Fifth Street, Murray, and (Eva Nelli-TUCker, '1914 married .on January
Carter has given no hint of secretary, 'Jody- otvell, .The state's main role,. he
He said there have been no PesticCdes—those available at...
Jerry King, Bethlehem Pn - Coldwater Road, Murray; two sisters, Mr: Herman what he plans to do about'his discovered there was no copy said, ts to insure thatfarmers, pesticide-related deaths neighborhood stores—willtwo sisters, Miss - Lissie 'Mai , three sons, -Howard-Arm-- --tfielir --Code of Hickory and own holdings in firm lands of the Pertinent documents exterminators and even horne rePorted in Kentuelcy in recant ' continue - to be sold to all
Robinson, Dyersburg, Tenn:, -strong and James H. Arm- Mrs. Opal Lamplans-of West near here and a peanut here. An announcement then gardners
the years, and that occasional comers.
apply
Waters said he hopes the
and. Mrs. Lela R. Page, strong of Paducah and Rev._ Viola; one brother, Jack Snow marketing partnership with was promised for last Friday, "restricted-use" chemicals illnesses caused by'the
Saratoga, Calif.; three Glen Armstrong of Beaver of Frankfort; several nieces his brother Billy and mother but Carter ordered it delayed properly.
been controversy in Washington
chemicals
have
as, part of an. effort to en- , A IJ.S. Senate subcommittee "because of mistakes that wia. make these untrained
brothers, Lester Robinson,- Dam; one sister, Mrs. Tilgti-; - and nephews.
Lillian.
Funeral services will be
pesticide users—who account
Winter Park, Fla., A. 0-.- man (Jessie) Barrow.. of
However,
a
',
key
aide
said clurage reporters _covering charged" after a 10-month people make.
for up to.25 per cent of the-Robinson, Jacksonville, Fla.,- _Miura); Route Two; two held Wednesday. at one p. m. Monday he expected the his activities to return to their study that poor planning and
Our only real problems pesticide
in
the
use
and Harry S. Robinson, brothers, Boyce Jones of at the chapel of the Blalock- incoming president to "give homes for the New 'Year's management
by
the
pesticides.
have
-been
the
aware
of
state—more
Memphis, Tenn.;
four Paducah and Dan Jones of Coleman Funeral Home with _up"- most of his private- in- holiday.
Enviranmental - Protection with
4
Meanwhile, Carter worked Agency (EPA) has. raised through misuse—not uling dangers "involved and the
grandchildren, Janene King,' New Orleans, La,; . nine burial to follow in the Antioch terests.r.The. aide did not say
Cemetery.
•
.
great
four
grandchildren;
Monday
on his plans to doubts about the protection of them according to label precautions needed.
.'
Jackson, Tenn., Elizabeth and
whether Carter ',planned to
;Friends may call at the divest himself
''
reorganize
the federal the public from dangerous directions," Waters said.
With restricted-use for
David King,. Bethlehem, Pa., grandchildren.
of the interests
He said the state combats general-use pesticides, he
The funeral Will be held funeral home.
and Grant King, Vincennes,
or plate 'them in trusts bureaucracy.
chemicals.
_
. • Wednesday at 2:30 p. m. at the
Ind.
-After meeting with Carter, ' The agency was accused of these problems by educating - said, "safety depends- on Rep. Jack Brooks, D-Tex., using safety test data that the major pesticide users.
proper storage of the
The funeral will be held chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Conunereial users, such as chemicals and use according
chairman of_ the House
Wednesday at two p. m. at the Funeral Home with the Rev.
h
been faultyd
p dusting and spraying to the label directions. If they
Government OperationS- 'in'-:complete.
1171-13111Tuwand the Rer-Hal
chapel of the Max Churchill
'
pilots and exterminators hired don't do that, there's no way
Corruhittee, predicted the
Funeral Home with the Rev. ,dualS . ey Oficiating and Dwane
WASHINGTON (AP) —The among themselves on whether incoming president will
.
to control pests in buildings,
ones as the rganist.
thc
etco
tthempicking
ton ..You
youvecto
anrea
prdote
, ha
G..T. Mecttly and the Rev. Dr
and
ser- quickly be given .fresh
ic controlled 95th servicemen
must be licensed by the state
Democr
Pallbearers
.
11
be
Danny
Bill Whittaker- officiating.
he said.
ss gets started today vicewomen can be barred authority by Congress to
label."
Burial will be in the Murray Cunningham, Dwight Watson,
joining labor unions. But propose reorganization plans,
from
an
leadership
and
They must attend state
new
Bobby
Mitchell,
Charles
City Cemetery.
FNKFORT,
Ky.
(AP)
—
eagerness to work there is general agreement subject to veto by either the
training sessions such as the
Friends may call at the Roberts, Billy Roberts, and avowed
first Democrat to among the lawyers that the House or Senate within 60 Ed Janeway, a Frankfort'second annual pesticide spray
_funeral home after three p. m.- Thomas E. Roberts. Burial with the
broadcht etecutive, has been
r school being conducted
will be i,n the Spring Creek occupy the White House in Pentagon has the power to days.
Prices of stock of local uderest at
today (Tuesday),
le ted
'd t f tn
negotiations
between
Congressional
prohibit
years.
eight
Wednesday
and Thursday at EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
' .
Cemetery.. Brooks also predicted Frankfort-Franklin
County
.
.
.ems
-c
ongress
win
act
f
avutahtrutr
-11keepAsata plaw.kegertcit-.labor-anions- and,the def
T.. C. Mitlef!"P
Charaii-Orrofrunerce, the -flowitinsvrite4.
j
eityb.Yer1111"64141614 CAM"at
start on Carter's economic establishment on .2niilitar'Y Carter specific proposals to
College.
funeral home.
41% -44
has
annowiced.
Heublein Inc
chamber
•
_
prOgram by introducing a $4 pay, working conditions or revamp the bureaucracy,
51'9 -1 -,
?Arnaud& Corp
Janeway, an executive at
7% unc
said,
state,
Waters
The
Ponderosa
Systexps
anything else..
billion public works jobs bill.
although acknowledging that WFKY and WKYW, said the
43%
-%
Kimberly
Clark
more
has
done
"probably
11%
-94
Union Carbide •
_ agencies . Carter wants to chamber's goals for the year
WASHINGTON (AP) —
the
on
pesticides
in
29
-94
-.educating
W.R.
Grace
abolish will have vocal will include completion of
27% A.4
Texaco
Ford is setting the
president
two
years
than
had
been
past
54%
-94
General
Elec.
___ defenders and the entire plans for anew riverside hotel ii
Mrs. T:C. (Ethe14,_4,) Miller
it,innyaars before that" 6,01"Corp...„"
stage for one more battle-with- _ WASIIINGTON___LAPL
... _ dra .+ _ .
operatiOn
will
mid
.14fibtlyit
of Route One, PuryeV,
congressional
action
on
37% -Vs
Pacific
and a new tourist and con- Congress in his last 1,6 days in "Early
Starting in February, he Georgia
a% -Ms
Pfizer
was pronounced dead on
The funeral for Mrs. Doris office as he moves to life price President Ford's proposal to ''jumping through the hoop.
Venton center.
said sellers of restricted-use Jim Walters
39% -44
arrival at the Murray- Park of Benton Route Eight is controls on gasoline. The make Puerto Rico the 51st
Kirsch
"ale
46 -1
-Disney
Calloway County Hospital this being held today at one p. in. President wag to announce his state is unlikely because of
Franklin
himt
'
morning at seven o'clock. She at the chapel of the*Collier proposal today as the new 95th opposition froni congressional
Prices of stodo of 'peal interest at
had been stricken ill at her Funeral Home, Benton, with Congress opened. Congress leaders and the possibility
noon today furnished to the Ledger A&
Si
home.
Tunea by.I.141.&Mad CO- are asfollow:
the Rev. F.-B. Alexander and then will have 15 days in which Ford's term in office may run
The deceased was 42 y_ears the Rev. Stan- Weldon of- to veto Ford's proposal. If out before he can submit the
496
IndICL AV
of age. Born August 11, 1934, ficiating.
Congress does not act, the lid legislation. Leaders of the two
31½+%
ug et of
Airco
she was the
Nephews are serving as will be off gas prices on Jan. congressional panels with
4½+%
late Eldon Dunn and Lee pallbearers and burial will be 19, the day before Ford leans jurisdiction over legislation
34% we
how
limitation
on
stitutional
is
underway."
FRANKFORT,
Ky.
(
AP)—
83%
lune
A. T & T
Manning
affecting Puerto Rico say they
in the Pleasant Grove office.
Several issues likely tO be in Ford Motor61 -94
The wheels have begun tur- often the legislature can meet.
Mrs. Miller is survived by Cemetery in Marshall county.
have no intention of holding
54 -34It also helps legislators the spotlight during the- 1978 GenGen: Dynamics
ning slowly to prepare for the
7619
her husband, T. C. Miller, and
ors
Mrs. Park, age 51, died
WASHINGTON (AP) — committee hearings on Ford's
with
themselves
familiarize
session
25%
As
were
brought
more
Gen.
Ilre
regular
session
of
the
next
one son,Glen-Allen Miller, age Sunday at 10:45 a. m. at the Pentagon lawyers can't agree proposal.
X% tor
General Assembly iii 1978.-" - the issues they will vote on sharply into focus during the ',,71Alich
four, Route One, Piiryear, Vanderbilt Hospital, Nash211%
Several interim committee_ during the next session, Conn special session—including 7 gamma
Tenn.; two half sisters, Mrs. ville, Tenn.She was a member
26% At
workmen's compensation QtrOats
ua
meetings
have been scheduled said.
323
/
4 Ail
Mary Sue Lamb of Rockford, of the Church Grove United
Republic
Steel
the
fact
no
denying
"There's
insurance and Kentucky's no Singer Mfg.
20% um
this month, and Legislative
Ill., and Miss Martha Mims; Methodist Church.
Research Commission that if legislators are able to fault automobile insurance Taw'
half brother, Herman Mims, • Survivors include two
19% .-84
Western Union
27%, -4
Zenith Radio
Director Phil Conn said grapple with the major issues 'law.
Jr.
.
daughters, Mrs. Randy Wood
will
interim),
they
Monday many more should be (during the
Funeral arrangements are and Miss Joelette Park of
.
have far more knowledge
scheduled next month.
incomplete, but friends may Benton Route Eight; five
Committee chairmen must about the nature of those
call at the Max Churchill brothers, Jim Johnston of PLAINS, Ga. (AP) — Leonard Woodcock after two
reaction to
Funeral Home after ten a. m. Detroit, Mich., Irvan Johnston President-elect Carter is potential rivals gave Erase* give three weeks notice of issues and of public
Every Item In Store Reduced. All new - Magnavox
a them," Conn said.
of
ethics
intention
to
call
putlic
a
code
their
making
support
Monday.
their
on Wednesday.
of Hardin Route One, John B.
'she interim period which
officials
meeting.
government
top
for
Now
Reg.
fJohnston and Garnet Johnston
The interim committee preceded the last regular
and disclosing his plans for
ASPEN, Cob.
Colo.(AP) — With
of Benton Route Eight, and
14
lasted
1976
session
in
$14.98 $9.59
Stereo Headhones
p
dealing with his own financial prosecutors saying they might system was first developed by
Tommy Johnston of Dexter.
holdings to avoid conflicts of call singer Andy Williams to the 1968 General Assembly to months, and the number of
$54.95
AM-FM
Clock
Radio
$32.95
interest. Carter has said the the stand, six jurors were allow legislators time to study committee meetings held
Federal State Market News Service
$189.95 $129.95
January 4,1477
Stereo Components
ethics code is "very strict" tentatively seated in the trial the issues when the legislature during that period was double
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
the previous interim, acand will require Cabinet of his ex-wife Claudine Longet was not in session.
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
19'" 8W TV Portable . . . . $198.00 $149.00 sti.
Receipts Act 534 Est 700 Barrows &
The state constitution cording to LRC records.
members and other key on charges of killing her lover.
Gilts mosVy_511.lower Sows steady 50
13"
Color Portable TV . . $389.00 $319.00
expects
the
he
Conn
said
'bits
legislature
from
divest
pro
the
government
officials
to
Williams escorted the 35-yearhigher
US 1-2 200-230 lbs
837 75-38 00
themselves of holdings that old singer-actress to the Pitkin meRing in regular session interim committees to take
19"
Color Portable TV . . . $498.00 $389.001.4.
US 14 200-240 Ibiu
$37.25-37.75
to
A Hazel resident, Mrs. A. H. could pose a conflict of County Courthouse on Monday more than 60 days every two "an activist approach"
US 2-4 240-260 lbs.
636.25-37.25
25" Color Console TV. . . S629.00 $489.00
issues over the next several
US 3-4 260.290
$35 254625_..-( Lurley )Skull, died at11:5515. interest. In addition, he has , in this posh ski resort corn- years.
Sows
months.
a
firm
believer
in
Conn
is
that
each
$198.00 $129.00
will
require
Stereo Console
said
he
to
niunity
where
she
faces
up
m.
Monday
at
the
MurrayUS 1-2 270-350 lbs
621 00-29 00
Conn had recommended
US 1-3 303-450 lbs
128 00-29 00 Calloway County- Hospital. appointee submit a detailed 10 years in jail and a $30,000 the . value of the interim
Stereo
Console
$329.00 $239.00
US 14 4504501a
629 oo-20 00
that the current interim be
fine if convicted. Jury committee system.
US 2-3 300-500 lbs
627 00-26.00 She was 52 years of age. She statement of his net worth.
Stereo Console
$519.00 $429.00
Boars 16.0047.00
,
He said it's one way of divided into two phases—the
selection was to resume today
had been transferred to the
DETROIT (AP) — Douglas for the manslaughter trial in "involving hundreds of first part in 1976 concentrating
local hospital from a MemWurlitzer
Organ
$3200.00
$2195.00
.ADVERTISEMENT.
phis, Tenn., hospital on A. Fraser, a Scottish im- the March 21, 1976, shooting of Kentuckians" in the major on legislation in the gover•
Wurlitzer Piano
migrant who started out as a 31-year-old professional skier public issues of the day, nor's call for a special session,
Saturday.
• sky
Odyssey
Mrs. Skull and ber husband, metal finisher in a DeSoto Vladimir "Spider" Sabich in getting around the con- an&_...the second phase,
"
S119189795 $$
77
98
9:95
0°
beginning-now, to focus on the
A. H., who survives, were plant, has emerged as the the $250,000 home heshared
legislative
topics
for.
1978's
Down
Nothing
Finance
We
married in October 1945. Born likely next- president of the with Miss Longet. •
session.
October 28, 1924, in Calloway 1.4-millinn member United
SPECIAL BARGAINS
However, 13 of the 15 inCounty, she wa'S the daughter Auto Workers union. Fraser, a
$49.95
jumped
the
committees
terim
SW
TV
12"
viceUAW
Of Mrs. Jeanette Lee King, 60-year-old
have already held
gun
Ind
appeared
certain
to
president,
$1
22
19
8.00
.00
who survives, and the late
23" Color, Portable
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
their initial meetings, he said. '
succeed . retiring President •Detember 26,
Dewey W. King.
police
force
Frankfort
The
1976
(Used)
Color
TV
Console
25"
Ill.
A
runn
Chicago,
free offer of
The Hazel 'resident- is surgrew ,to 48 Monday with the
Adults 91
wo%
special interest to those who vived by
ey'e
. `r
'A greatddeal of in
hesa
"Thicl
25" Color TV Console (Repossessed. $15 00 a month
her husband, A. H.
swearing in of seven new
Nursery 2
hear but do not understand
Skull, Hazel; her mother, Mrs.
Dec.
who
graduated
officers
NEWBORN
ADMISSIONS
words has been announced by Jeanette King, Murray; four
Many Other Specials Thru Jan. 8
Baby Boy Headings (mother 17 from a police training
Beltone. A non-operating
daughters, Mrs. Nancy
Kentucky
Freda), Rt. 5, Box 417, program at Eastern
model the smallest Be1,4pne. Walker,.
Hardin-7 Mrs. Neva
University.
Murray:
aid-of its kind will be given ab- . Hopkins, Hazel, and Mrs.
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
Among the new men were
DISMISSALS
solutely free to anyone an- Fraitca Clark
Tentative agreement has
and Mrs. State employes were sent
Childs and Lucain
Robert
Mrs.
Velma
Birdsong,
Chestnut S.(3ilieland Center), Murray, Ky.
Box
swering this advertisement.
Becky McCarty, Murray; two ..home.at 3:30 p.m. Monday, an 137, Murray, Mrs. Debbie L. Hay, both cited at the Eastern been reached on more than
Send for this non-operating sons, William W. Skull,
half
of
the
36
in
the
article
hour early, because of bad Cook and Baby Boy, Rt. 4, Box graduatios=ceremonies for
.model, put it on and wear it in
proposed new three-year
Milton, Fla., and Charles R. rood conditions.
and
proficiency,
physical
89,
Murray,
Mrs.
Trudy' F.
the privacy of your own home. Skull, Hazel; one sister, Mrs. 'Streets were'still slick from
contract for Ingersoll-Rand
cited for
While many people with Susie Allen, Murray Route the predawn snowfall of two to Ball and Baby • Boy, Rt. 1, Timothy Wylie,
Union empldees at Mayfield,
academic proficiency.
hearing loss will not receive Five; one _brother, Mack three inches in the capital Mayfield, Miss April D.
according to Jim Coblin,
, A TE
were
in
sworn
Joseph
Also
Shekell, Rt. 6, Murray, Toy W.
any significant benefit from
of
Industrial'
Wayne King, Rich Pond; four city. City and Franklin County Grooms, 307 N.. 5th., Murray, Pack, a former Washington, 11 manager
any hearing aid, this non- grandchildren. road crews had been called Mrs. Mary M. Gupton, Rt. 1, D.C., policeman; - Dennis Relations and Personnel at
working model -will show you_
ae
Centa
Funeral services WIT be out at 7 a.m. and worked more Box 130, KirkSey, Richard E. Earls, Barry Clark and James Ingeroll-Rand's
Gregory ,
Division.
how tiny hearing help can be, held Wednesday at 2:30 p. m. than three hours before rushBurch
Jim
Mayor
'Stratton.
Childress,
Dexter,
John
F. Lee
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